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MAGNETOPLASMADYNAMICTHRUSTOR RESEARCH

by

S. Bennett, G. Enos, R. John, and W. Powers

ABSTRACT

Radiation- and water-cooledMPD thrustors were operated in a range of power

of i0 to i00 kilowatts, in the Isp range I000 to 5000 seconds, using ammonia as
the propellant. Parametric studies were made of the effects of configuration,

field sLrength, ambient pressure, propellant composition, and current on per-
formance° A life test was made of a radiation-cooled thrustor at the 3000

second, 36 kilowatt level.
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MAGNETOPLASMADYNAMIC TNRUSTOR RESFJkRCH

by S. Bennett, G. Enos, R. John, and W. Powers

Avco Space Systems Division

SUm_RY

An extensive comparison of MPD arcJet performance for liquid-cooled and
radiatlo_-cooled configurations has been made. Tests were conducted with ammonia

propellant of 2-1nch-, 3-inch-, and 4-1nch-dlameter radlatlon-cooled designs

having tungsten anodes and cathodes. Comparative data were obtained with water-

cooled engines of the same internal geometry. In addition, parametric variations

in throat diameter, mass flow, magnetic field strength, power level, test tank

pressure, and propellant composition were carried out using water-cooled con-

figurations to determine optimum performance conditions. A major conclusion

derived from the experimental test program is that there is no significant dif-

ference in measured propulsion performance produced by the mode of engine cooling.

The overall thrust efficiency in any case is poorer at very low mass flow rates,

resulting in high engine temperatures for the radlation-cooled engine. The maxl-

mum power input which can be tolerated with the radiation-cooled version varies

approximately with the arcjet linear dimensions. It is also concluded, based on a

series of tests with water-cooled configurations, that there is no strong dependence

upon throat size or throat configuration, at least in the range of 0.5- to 0.85-inch
throat diameter. Beyond this range some flow instability develops at larger

diameters, and some inability to handle the power develops at smaller diameters.

A radiatlon-cooledMPD arcJet design of 4-1nch outside diameter appears to

meet closely the objectives of the present study. A 75-hour lifetime test was

performed on such an engine at the 3600-second, 34 percent overall efficiency

level under exhaust environment conditions which were not optimum. Results of
all tests performed indicate that at equivalent back pressures (about 100 microns),

the perfc;mance of either the radiation- or the water-cooledMPD thrustor is

substantially identical to test results reported by the NASA Lewis Laboratory on

comparable designs. The improved performance noted on the NASA Lewis tests at

very low back pressures suggests, therefore, about a 45 percent corresponding

overall efficiency for the above test.

A formula to predict thrust,, based on thrust mechanisms proposed r:eviously,
was compared to experimental data. According to this formula there are three

important thrust producing mechanisms: aerodynamic forces, self-magnetic forces,

and external magnetic forces. The contribution of each mechanism can be calculated

from the current, the applied magnetic field, and the engine configuration (the

latter within a rather restricted range of variation).

Analysis of the MPD arcJet discharge has been made using an analytical model

of a J x B arc assuming one-dlmenslonal, steady continuum fluid mechanics. The

analysis considers the conservation relations for a three-fluid gas (electrons,

ions, and neutrals) with appropriate transfer terms in mass, momentum, and energy

for the three species. An applied axial magnetic field and an induced azimuthal

-i-
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. field is assumed. The voltage characteristic is an empirical input. Transport
coefficients and reaction rates are deduced from experimentally determined cross
sections. Soluttons ace obtained through a set of first-order ordinary differ-
ential equations which are solved on a high-speed digital computer. Results for
hydrogen gas typify the physical processes occurring in the MPD arc, showing a
strong discharge centered about the throat region of the nozzle. A low-pressure
limit exists for the establishment of a high-current discharge and the current
carried is pressure dependent.

A preliminary evaluation of a radiation-cooled magnetic field coil design
and an associated magnet subsystem was made to establish a technical approach
co this requirement. Comparisons of the system weights for aluminum or copper
magnets, each with a l-inch inner radius at 1 kilogauss (kC), show a requirement

of about 2 or 3 percent of the engine power-supply weight. Aluminum has a weight
advantage at fields below 1 kflogauss, and copper at fields above t ktlogauss.
The total magnet- and power-supply weight, within the approximations of the
study, is less than 50 pounds, and the operating temperature is below 500°C.

A Bittgr-type magnet design shows promise as an efficient and practical solution
for a self-cooling design.

A Bitter solenoid was constructed and tested. Its performance agreed closely
with analytical predictions.

-2-
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The general objectives of Research and Development of a Magnetoplasmadynamic

Arc Thrustor, conducted under Contract NAS3-8907 with the NASA Lewis Research

Center, have been to conduct experimental and analytical investigations of the

Magnetoplasmadynamlc (MPD) ArcJet Thrustor. The scope of the program includes

analysis and experimental evaluation of factors which establish the efficiency

and reliability of the }_D arc thrustor: (I) parametric studies of the optim-

ization of MPD thrustors, (2) analytical and experimental studies of the accelera-

tion mechanism, (3) analysis of the cooling requirements, and (4) magnetic field

coil design and cooling requirements.

B. PROGrAM ORGANIZATION

The pzogram originates with the Spacecraft Technology Procurement Section
of the NASA Lewis Research Center. The NASA project manager is Mr. S. Domltz.

The work on this contract was performed by the Avco Research and Technology

Laboratories in the Aero-Plasma Physics Directorate under Dr. R. R. John.

Dr. S. Bennett is associate project manager. Other principal Avco/SSD partici-

pants are Dr. A. Tuchman, Dr. A. Malliarls, Mr. W. Powers, and Mr. G. Enos.

The Avco-Everett Research Laboratory personnel who dlrectl¥ assisted in the

analytical effort on this program are Dr. R. Patrick, Dr. J. Workman, and Mr. A.
Schnelderman.

C. BACKGROUND

I. Power R@nRe

On the basis of best present estimates, I-4 it appears that the develop-

ment of power supplies within the next I0- to 15-year period will most likely

be in the 5- to 50-kilowatt range. This power range has, therefore, been

selected for primary attention in MPD thrustor development.

2. MPD Thrustor Performance

A number of laboratories 6-14 have carried out MPD thrustor research.

Although the devices differ in detail, the basic configuration is as indi-

cated in Figure I. A summary performance curve 15 is given as Figure 2.

Apart from a continued interest in increasing the overall efficiency, the

major problems now pertain to the development of a long-life radiation-

cooled configuration and to the determination of the effect of test environ-

ment on engine performance.

3. Propellant Characteristics

The most promising propellants presently udder consideration for MPD

thrustor operation are lithium and ammonia. The major advantage of lithium

seems to reside in a smaller anode heating during operation. Therefore, its

thermal efficiency is higher, leading to possibly higher overall efficiencies,

, and the anode heat rejection problem is less severe. The major advantages

-3-
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of annnonia are the avoidance of high temperatures in the feed system and the
fact that space flight qualified ammonia feed systems have already been de-
veloped. Thus, ma_or emphasis in this program has been upon Aw_onia.

4. Magnet Assembly

In .he 5- to 50-kilowat.tpower range, MPD thrustors require external
magness. Although it is not definitively establlshed, it appears that a
solenoid of about i kilogauss axial field strength with an inner radius of
one or two inches is adequate. Development of a magnet configuration to
provide this field at minimum weight and/or power is desired.

5. Conclusions

The main objective of this program is, therefore, the development of
a long-lived, radlation-cooled, ammonia-fueled MPD thrustor with minimum
magnetic field requirement for the power range from 5 to 50 kilowatts.

[
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If. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENTAL VARIATION OF OPERATING PARAMETERS, WATER-COOLED

i. Introduction

t A series of experiments have been performed on a sequence of water-cooled
MPD archers operated wlth ammonia as the propellant. During the course of

these measurements the quantities 8 (magnetic field strength), ! (arc current),

: _ (metered ammonia mass flow), and d (a characteristic thrustor dimension)

: have been systematically varied. The dependent variables F (arc voltage),

; and Pamb (the environmental tank pressure) have also varied but have not been
[ controlled, except in one series of experiments where available external mass

flow was used to control Pamb" Test results are given in Tables I through
l v.
[
t

i 2. Engine Configuration
[

Five engines were tested in the sequence. These engines have been des-

: ignated X-TC-I through X-7C-5. The engines have a common anode housing,
magnet, and cathode assembly. They differ in the inner diameter of the

° straight throat section. A photograph of the X-7C series engines is given

; in Figure 3, and a sketch is presented in Figure %. For comparison, the
I X-2C engine, which has been operated under a wlde variety of conditions, is

i sketched in Figure 5. The essential difference is that the X-2C cathode lles

upstream of a true throat, while the X-7C configuration is a straight one.

Figure3 PHOTOGRAPHOFTHEMPDCONFIGURATIONX-?C USEOFOR1ESTS
OFSENSITIVITYOFPERFORMANCETOCONFIGURATION
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Throat dimens'.onsfor the X-7C series are listed in Table VI.

TABLE Vl

THROAT DIMEN'qOHSOF X-7C ENGINES

Engine Throat Diameter
(inches)

X-7C-I I 0.85

X-7C-2 1.2_

X-7C-3 1.05

X-7C-4 O.60

X-7C-5 0.40

Note: Throat diameter of X-2C - 0.5 inch.

3. biscusslon of Results

The X-7C engines are numbered In the order in which they were fabricated
and tested. After operation o_ the X-7C-I with 085-1nch throat, the X-7C-2

wlth 1.25-1nch throat was fabricated. This operated erratlcally In the power
and mass flow ranges tested. The X-7C-3 was Intended as intermediate between

the X-7C-I and X-7C-2, with a throat of 1.05 inches. This also operated
erratically. At thls point smaller thrustors were used, and _hese operated
stably at 0.60 inch (X-7C-4) and 0,40 inch (X-7C-5). For date analysls we
have concentrated upon the X-7C-I, -4, and -5, in the belief that the erratic

operation of the X-7C-2 and -3 did not produce reliable data.

a. Anode Fall Voltage

The anode fall voltage, Van, is defined as
e.

v,,, _ (I)
where Pan is the power delivered to the anode coolant, in watts, and l

is the arc currant in amperes. Based on th_ date of Tables I through V,
the anode fall voltage decreases with current and increases with magnetic
field. There is no clea_-cut variation with throat diameter, although
there ia an indication that there m_> be an Cpti_m for diameters near
0.6 inch, with fen, rally higher anode fall voltages at 0.4 inch and
0.85 inch. The first two statements are exs_plified in Figure 6, draw_
from Table IV, and the final obeervatton is indicated in Table VII below.
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TABLE Vll

VARIATION OF ANODE FALL VOLTAGE WITH THROAT DIAMETER

_ 0.036 e/see

Anode Fall Voltage

I B d = 0.4-inch d = 0.6-inch d = 0.85-inch

amperes kilogauss Volts Volts Volts

600 0.83 29.2 27.5 35.4

1.66 34.2 28.0 39.4

1000 0.83 24.9 23.2 33.6

1.66 28.3 25.2 29.6
.... i .............

b. Total Arc Voltage

The total arc voltage increases in general with B, with rare excep-
tions, and with the throat diameter. The behavior wltb arc current is

not entirely monotonic; the voltage is . igher at low currents (order of

300 amperes) than at intermediate currents (order of 800 to 1000 amperes)
but then varies little with further current increase, occasionally even

rising I or 2 percent at 1400 amperes. The benavlor of arc voltage with

B and l is shown in Figure 7, and the variation with throat diameter is
indicated in Table VIII.

TABLE Viii

VARIATION OF ARC VOLTAGE WITH THROAT DIAMETER

: _ =0.036g/see

Arc Voltage

l B d = 0.4-inch d = 0.6-inch d = 0.85-inch
amperes kilogauss Volts Volts Volts

600 0.83 36 39 57

1.66 42 50 69

1000 0.83 33 36 64

1.66 39 50 50
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c. Thermal Efficiency

The thermal efficiency is defined by

Power Input - Power to Engine Coolant

_t = Power Inp.t (2)

It is not evident from the definition, but is true as a practical
matter, that

V'Va.
_t = v (3)

The reason is that the heating of the cathode coolant is quite small
relative to the heating of the anode coolant, so that

Power to Engine Coolant = Power to Anode + Power to Cathode

= Power toAnode = IVan

Thus, the behavior of thermal efficiency with respect to variation

in I, B, and throat diameter can be understood by reference to the

behavior of F and Van.

From llgures 6 and 7, Fan falls with increasing current at a rate
greater than the rate at which F falls, so that _t increases, in general,
with current. Further, the increase in F with B is, for the most part

(but not always), more pronounced than the rise in Fan with B, so that
the thermal efficiency usually increases as 8 "s increased. Finally,

referring to Tables VII and VIII, since the arc voltage increases fairly

steadily with throat diameter while the anode fall has a minimum (for

the engine tested) at 0.6 inch, the thermal efficiency is poorest for

the 0.4-inch engine and about the same, on the average, for the other

two. Figure 8 displays the variation of thermal efficiency as a function

of current and magnetic field, while Table IX indicates the dependence

of thermal efficiency on throat diameter.

TABLEIX
VARIATION OF THERMAL EFFICIENCY WITH THROAT DIAMETER

= 0.03 g/sec

Thermal Efficiency

amperes kllogauss d ffi0.4 inch d = 0.6 inch d - 0.85 inch
% Z Z

600 O.83 18.9 29.5 38.0

1.66 18.6 44.0 42.9

i000 0.83 24.6 35 •6 4?. 6

1.66 30.1 49.6 40.8
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d. Thrust

The dependence of measured thrust upon I and 8 was determined from

the data of Tables IV snd V in the following way: First, at a number of

fixed currents and mass flow rates, thrust was plotted as a function of

magnetic field strength. For each current and mass flow rate, a linear
fit was made to the data by inspection. It was observed that the slope

of the line required to fit the data depended upon current, but not upon

mass flow rate. Figure 9 is an example of the large number of curves

drawn. Next, the slope of the T versus 8 curve was plotted as a function

of current for the X-7C-4 and X-7C-5 engines, as indicated in Figure i0.

With the assumption TM 14 that the thrust can be written as

where _ represents the thrust owing to aerodynamic forces and _ the
thrust owing to self magnetic forces, then the plots of T versus 8 yield

slopes equal to Kl. When the slopes are plotted versus I, the slope

of this second plot is K. To the extent that the contribution of the

external magnetic field to the thrust can be represented by a term of
the form KI8, each of these plots should be linear. Further, since K

is thought to be related to a dimension of the discharge, there should
be a difference in K between the X-7C-4 and X-7C-5 thrustors. According

to Figure I0, this appears _n be the case. For the X-7C-4 engine the

points for the two lowest currents fall significantly off the curve, but
each of the other points fits well on one of the two lines.

The absolute value of l , in the relation T = I18, can also be cal-

culated from the data for the two engines, and it is found to be 2.7

millimeters for the X-7C-4 engine and 1.75 millimeters for the X-7C-5

engine. In terms of actual spacing, the distar_e between the cathode
(at the shoulder) and the straight section of the nozzle is, for the

X-7C-4 engine, 2.86 millimeters, while for the X-7C-5 engine the distance
between cathode shoulder and straight nozzle section is 1.90 millimeters.

It is, of course, somewhat arbitrary to define the relevant length
from the cathode shoulder. If the cathode tip is used instead, the

relevant distances are 3.8 and 2.54 millimeters, which agree much less

well with the measured slopes.

Further, the X-7C-I engine data do not fit the pattern indicated

above. The correlation of thrust with 8 at constant I and _ is relatively
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poor, and if best fits are used for this correlation, then the correlation

of measured slopes with I is also poor. It is possible that the In-
creased tendency of the thrustor to slip between low and high voltage

modes is a source of this difficulty.

Still, the fairly clear indication that a portion of the thrust

arising from the external field interaction can be correlated with ! ,B,

and a thrustor dimension makes it worthwhile to attempt to write a thrust

formula. We assume that the thrust is made up of three contributions:

one originates in aerodynamic forces associated with the passage of gas

through an arc discharge which raises the stagnation enthalpy; a second

contribution arises from self-magnetic forces, which have been discussed

in detail previousiyl3; and a third contribution is produced by the ex-

ternal magnetic field and is equal to the product lib • We assume, for

convenience, that these forces are additive, although it is fairly clear
that there must be some interaction betwee, the fields which produce each

force so that they should not, in practice, be strictly additive.

For the aerodynamic forces we assume simply that they are such as

to impart a specific impulse of 350 seconds to the ammonia propellant.

This is arbitrary but reasonably well grounded in experiment. 39 At very

low mass flows and high powers the thermal Isp may be somewhat higher
than this, and at very high mass flows or low powers it can clearly be

made as low as desired, but in the range of parameters of interest this

assumption is fairly good. In any case the fraction of total thrust

attributable to this term is small in the range of t_. > 2000 sec, so
even substantial errors would not greatly affect the results.

For the self-magnetlc forces, we assume that the discharge leaves

the cathode at the shoulder and proceeds radially to the anode. The

formula to calculate thrust is already available, and the choice of dis-

charge dimensions is fixed by the thrustor geometry, so that no further

arbitrary choices are needed.

For the self-magnetlc forces

T= +_

9.8×I_

= 0._×I0_I 2 _ I0_I 2

For the external magnetic field forces, we assume that the force
exerted on the propellant is given by I18 and that the rotational kinetic

energy imparted to the flow by this force is recovered in the expansiott,
so that the thrust is also lie

Thus, the thrust formula can be written for the X-7C-4 and X-7C-5
thrustors as follows:

(X-7C-4)

T = 3_m + I0_I 2 + 2.86 × lO_IB (6)

(X-7-C-5)

T = 3_m + I0_I 2 + 1._ × !0 "21B (7)
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In these expressions, T the thrust is given in grams for _ in grams/second,

I in amperes, and B in kilogauss. It should be noted that the ratio

ra/% happens to be Identlcal for the two engines.

Figures iI and 12 have been prepared to exhibit the extent to which
the thrust formulas represent measured performance. In each case the

quantities plotted are measured thrust versus predicted thrust, with the

prediction based on both the thrust formula and the kvown operating
conditions for each thrustor.

In each case the correlatlon Is falrly good. In a first approxima-

tion the thrust is represented by the prediction to an accuracy of about

20 percent for most of the range of thrust presented. On closer inspec-

tion there appears to be a systematic deviation in the sense that the

thrust formulas overpredlct the thrust at low thrust levels and under-

predict it at high thrust levels.

It is possible to speculate on many reasons why this might be the
case (nonconstancy of the aerodynamic term, interaction terms between

applied and self magnetic flelds, etc.), but it does not seem worthwhile

to pursue this approach further without more detailed experimental measure-
ments. There is ample evidence that mode changes can be introduced by

variation of parameters such as engine size, current, or magnetic field.

It Is entirely possible that less dramatic mode changes can be produced

by smaller variations of these parameters. In this case, measurements of

internal pressures and current density distributions are necessary to
build a more detailed theory.

e. Effects of Ambient Pressure

The possible interaction of the test environment with the MPD thrustor
has been a source of concern since operation on entirely entrained mass

flow was reported by Ducati,16 and since a series of experiments indicating

entrainment was performed at this laboratory. 17 In an attempt to obtain

some insight into the importance of entrainment in the presence of sub-
stantial thrustor mass flow rates, a series of measurements has been
made on the X-7C-4 thrustor. The measurements were made in the follow-

ing way: a thrustor mass flow rate and magnetic field strength were set,
and a second mass flow rate was bled directly into the test chamber. At

one setting of this external mass flow rate, the thrustor current was

then iaried between 300 and 1000 amperes; and readings o_ thrust, voltage,

anode coolant temperature rise, and test chamber pressure were recorded
for thrustor cucrents of 300, 400, 500, 600, 800, and 1000 amperes. The

thrustor current was then returned to 300 amperes, the external mass flow

rate was changed to a new setting, and the process was repeated. D_en

the test tank pressure had finally been driven up to about 500 mlcro.,s,
the external mass flow rate was reduced and a new settlng of thrustor

mass flow rate and/or magnetic field strength was chosen. In this eay
data were accumulated for thrustor mass flow rates of 23 and 53 milligrams/
second, at applied magnetic fleld strengths of 1.25 and 2.50 kllogauss,
for arc currents of 300 to 1000 amperes, and for ambient pressures from
about 80 to 400 microns.
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Figures 13 and 14 plot thrust as a function of measured ambient

pressure for three currents, and both values of mass flow and applied

magnetic field strength. Figure 13 includes data obtained at a magnetic

field strength of 1.25 kilogauss, and Figure 14 includes data obtained
at 2.50 kilogauss.

Referring to the figures, there is a general trend of thrust reduc-
tion with increasing back pressure over the range in which back pressure

was varied. The regularity of the thrust decrease is especially marked

at a magnetic field strength of 1.25 kilogauss, wlth indications at the

higher field strength that there are other phenomena which occasionally

mask this underlying effect.

We have compared this variation of thrust and back pressure with

measurements reported by Jones 18 on an X-2C thrustor operated at the

high vacuum facility at NASA L_s. Figure 15 is plotted on a semi-

logarithmic scale, and includes a portion of Jones' data (for P > i micron)

and data taken from the 300 ampere curves at 1.25 kilogauss. Within the

limited range of back pressures covered in both experiments, the same

trends are observed. It is probably reasonable to conclude that the

thrusts as reported here would be increased if a lower ambient pressure
could be maintained in the test facility.

Referring to Figure 14, the data for amass flow rate of 53 milligrams/

second exhibit the same trends at the applied magnetic field of 2.50

kilogauss as at 1.25 kilogauss. This is not the case with the data for a
mass flow rate of 23 milligrams/second, except at the lowest current. At

600 amperes there is a break in the thrust curve at a pressure of about

150 microns. Above this pressure the thrust is very close to that for
53 milllgrams/second, while below it the thrust is much less. At i000

amperes the thrust is always much less for the smaller mass flow rate, at
all pressures tested.

The same tendencies are exhibited by the thrustor voltage. In

Figure 16, voltage is plotted as a function of back pressure for a magnetlc
field strength of 2.5 kilogauss.

At that back pressure where the thrust at 23 milllgrams/second shows
a sudden change with back pressure, the voltage also exhibits a sudden

change. At the same time, the appearance of the exhaust also changes.

The c_ntral core narrows slightly and increases in brightness, and a

second structure, coaxial with this core, horn shaped (opening downstream),

and starting at the nozzle face, becomes visible. We have tentatively

identified this outer structure with the anode Jet, or a return path for
electrons which flow downstream in the central core, cross field lines

at a downstream location, and return to the anode along field lines.

Measurements performed at this laboratory and reported elsewhere 19 indicate

that the increase in voltage and the change in exhaust Jet appearance are

correlated with a higher percentage of the arc current flowing downstream,

which supports the visual interpretation of _et appearance.

The sudden variations in voltage have been noted before by Patrick 20

and by Jones, 18 but their p-oduction, by varying only the ambient pressure,
is thought to be a new observatlon. It suggests that the switch between
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high and low voltage is associated with a change in the current distribution
and that the change involves the fraction of current which is carried

downstream. It has been previously noted that the transition can be

b_ought about by variation of the arc current and/or the applied magnetic

field. The fact that it can also be brought about by changes in the
ambient pressure is perhaps explainable on the basis that the electrical

conductivity of the exhaust gases changes with the ambient pressure, so

that, at the higher ambient pressures, current can flow more easily in

the exhaust region. The increase in thrust is probably also associated

with field-current interactions in the exhaust plume, but entrainment

possibiiJties are enhanced by the extension of the interaction region

downstream, and the resulting measured efficiencies are questionable.

Finally, referring to Figure 14, as the current is raised, the thrust

obtained at a mass flow of 53 milligrams/second increases more rapidly

than at 23 milligrams/s^cond, with the exception of those points where

the high voltage mode is evident at the lower mass flow rate. (This mode
change was reproducible. Also, compared with Figure 16, it can be seen

that the thrust Jump was accompanied by a voltage jump, so that the thrust/

power ratio varied little as the mode changed.) From Figure 13 this is

seen not to be the case at a smallec magnetic field strength (or, at any

rate, it is much less pronounced). It is quite likely that the expected

difference in aerodynamic (thermal) acceleration can account for the

variation of thrust with mass flow rate at the smaller field strength,

but it is unlikely that this can explain the differences at the higher

field strength. It is possible, although by no means demonstrated, that

at the higher mass flow rate the pressure in the exhaust plume is high

enough to permit some currents to flow'downstream, augmenting the thrust.
If this is the case, it would be expected that the thrust for the lower

mass flow rate would rise as the ambient pressure is increased. This

appears to be the case at a culrent of 600 amperes, but it is not the case

at i000 amperes at pressures up to 400 microns.

Further implications of this variation in thrust behavior with mass
flow rate are discussed in the next section.

f. Efficiency

It is difficult to frame conclusions concerning the efficiency because

of the uncertainties introduced by the test environment. The ambient

pressure is of the order of I00 microns, and ample evidence exists that

engine performance is sensitive to ambient pressure, at least at pressures

in excess of i micron (and perhaps below). Thus, it is really not known
what the true mass flow is, and whether or not the current distribution

is representative of the current distribution at low pressure. For this

reason, for most of the comparisons made above, the mass flow has been

set at 0.036 grams/second so that the back pressure is not a variable.

It is anticipated that the trends in voltage, thrust, etc., would be

maintained at a lower back pressure, but probably wlth different absolute

values of these quantities. It is believed permissible to treat the

efflciencydata in the same way; the mass flow rate is fixed, and it is

understood that the absolute values of efficiency and Isp may be in
error owing to interaction with the test environment.
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With these provisions, Figure 17 has been prepared, in which effi-

ciency is plotted versus /sp for the three test engines. Several factors
are apparent from these data:

I. There are no large differences. The 0.6 inch engine is consis-

tently more efficient than the other two, and it is interesting to note

that this engine had consistently the smaller anode fall.

2. Nigher Isp values are achieved with the larger engines. The mass
flows are fixed and the points plotted are for the same range of ! and B.
Since the thrust and voltage both increase with engine size, fixin_ ! ,

B, and _ , and varying engine size has the effect of allowing larger

thrusts (hence higher Isp ) and larger voltage (hence higher input power)
for the larger engines. In principle this could be compensated for by

reducing _ for the smaller engines, but for this comparison we have tried

to keep _ fixed.

g. Effects of Mass Flow Rate

During the parametric variation reported above, it was possible to
operate the engines a_ a wide range of ammonia flow rates. Interesting
effects were found which had not been noted earlier in a more restricted

range of a_monia flow rates.

Basically, it was observed that over a range of relatively high mass

flow rates the engine performance was insensitive to flow rate and in

agreement with performance measured earlier for the X-2C engine at flow

rates in the same range (C 029 to 0.058 g/sec). However, it was also

observed that at _!ow rates below 0.020 g/sec, the measured performance

was not as good as at the higher flow rates.

Drawing on the data of Table IV (d _ 0.6 inch), Figures 18 and 19

have been prepared. Figure 18 shows, for B = 2.5 kilogauss, efficiency

as a function of specific impulse for ammonia flow rates in the range

4.8 to 68 x 10-3 g/sec. Data for the flow rates 36, 53, and 68 x 10"-3
cluster together and agree with earlier measurements at 29 and 58 x i0-3

g/sec on an X-2C engine (d = 0.5 inch). However, for 4.8 to 16 x 10-3

g/sec, lower efficiencie8 are observed.

Figure 19 is similar to Figuz_ 18, but is drawn for B - 0.83 kilo-
gauss. Again, as the mass flow rate reaches low values, the performance

falls off substantially.

The effect i8 an important one, although it should be stressed that,
owing to our incomplete understanding of the interaction of the thrustor

with the test environment, it may be unrepresentative of what would occur

in a hard vacuum. The importance lies in the fact that if, as appears to

be the case in our laboratorT, there is a minimum mess flow for efficient

MPD operation, then there is a minimum power which must be used. For

_8 × lO_ mmm l_p

_o
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Pro/his the minimum input power in watts and _o is the overall efficiency.

If, for example, the minimum mass flow rate is 20 x 10-3 g/sec, and the

desired fsp is 4000 sec with a 40 percent overall efficiency, then

P=i= ffi38.4 kW. To achieve the same /sp and efficiency at lower power,
the mass flow rate must be reduced.

Thus, there is a tendency for performance at low currents and low

magnetic fields to ",e less attractive than that obtained at higher currents
and magnetic fields, with the apparent conclusion that low power operation

is unattrac:-Ive. We point out that this is based on the mass flow rate
effect, which may be environmentally produced.

The question arises as to the detailed manner in which the perfor-
mance falls off at lower mass flow rates. That is, for fixed I, B, and

engine.slze, as • is reduced, does the thrust fall off more rapidly
below m = 20 x 10-3 g/sec than above, or does the voltage rise more

rapidly? In the first case the input power would remain relatively

unchanged but the thrust power would not rls@ with Isp sufficiently

rapidly to keep on the efficiency - Isp curve for higher mass flow rates.
In the second case the thrust power would rise, but the input power

could rise at a great enough rate (with decreasing _) to reduce

efficlency.

Table X displays the behavior of the operating parameters as m is

reduced at fixed I and B, for the 0.6-inch-diameter throat engine (X-7C-4).

TABLE X

VARIATION OF MASS FLOW RATE FOR X_C4 ENGINE

d = 0.6 INCH, I = 1000 amperes, B = 1.66 kilogauss

V Pin T Isp Eo

g/sec volts kW grams sec percent

0.068 52 52 94.0 1,380 12.0

0.053 51 51 88.0 1,650 13.7

0.036 50 50 78.3 2,170 16.3
0.016 42 42 51.2 3,200 19.7

0.0127 53 53 67.1 5,280 32.1

0.0092 60 60 70.3 7,640 43.0

0.0088 58 58 68.7 7,800 43.3

0.0068* 50 50 70.3 10,300 70.0

0.0048* 64 64 78.2 16,200 95.5

* _o > _t ' definitely indicating entrainment.

From Table X, for mass flows of 0.068 to 0.036 g/sec, the thrust

falls slightly withmass flow decrease, and the input power is nearly

constant. For mass flows of 0.0127 @/sec and below, the thrust and input
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power vary erratically with mass flow rate and show no marke_ trends,

suggestlng that the true mass flow rate is perhaps not being varied. At
0.016 g/sec both the thrust and voltage are minimum.

While it is dangerous to draw conclusions from data on imperfectly

understood interactions, it is possible to hypothesize that at high mass
flows the interaction with the environment is negligible, at low mass

flows this interaction dominates completely, and in the range 0.010 to

0.020 g/sec both the input mass flow and the environment contribute to

the measured performance. If this is true, then it is likely that the

qualifying terms "low," "high," and "intermediate" take on different mean-

ings depending upon the environment. Thus, we have attempted to draw
conclusions from our data based on a flow rate of 0.036 g/sec, which

seems a reasonable compromise between avoiding interaction with the

environment and not requiring excessively high input powers. In a lower

ambient pressure facility the "safe" mass flow may be substantially lower,

permitting valid operation at much lower input power levels.

h. Propellant Composition

A series of experiments were performed with an X-7C-I thrustor to

examine the influence of ammonia dissociation upo_ thrustor performance.
Specifically, two series of measurements were made. In the first series

the procedure was essentially identical to that followed in the other

experiments reported above. In the second series the ammonia propellant

was replaced by a mixture of 14 parts nitrogen and 3 parts hydrogen (by

weight). A large plenum was used to assure good mixing. The results are
tabulated in Table XI below.

The principal result of these measurements has been to indicate that

the differences between operation with ammonia and with the equivalent

mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen are small and nonsystematic. That is,

if operation with ammonia is taken as a baseline, then the values of

thrust and voltage in operation wlth the nitrogen-hydrogenmixture_ do
not depart substantially from the baseline, and tend to scatter around

the baseline rather than to be always above or below. Indeed, the

quantity T/IV tends to the same average values for operation with e_ther

propellant.

At some operating conditions the thzmstor has been in the high

voltage mode for ammonia and the low voltage mode for the nitrogen-

hydrogen mixture, and at other conditions the reverse is true. In these

cases there are significant differences in the thrust and voltage, but

these appear to be related more to the voltage mode than to the propellant

type. There is no systematic variation of voltage mode with propellant

(e.g., it is not the case that either propellant yields one mode pre-

ferentlally), and even where the modes are different, the quantity T/IV
tends to remain the same.

It is reasonable to conclude from this that ammonlais dissociated

in tne discharge. Since the thruster is water-cooled it is unlikely that

there is appreciable dissociation resulting from contact between the gas

and the thrustor body. At the same time the fact that there are no

!
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systematic differences in operatlo_with ammonia o_ the nltro_en-hvdrogen

mixture suggests that the ammonia do, become dissociated. It should
also be noted that qualitative spectroSCopic observations on the MPD
exhaust, at NASA Lewis, confirm the dissociation of ammonia.

The importance of this observation is that it is thus unlikely that
the relative performance of water- and radlatlon-cooled thrustors would

be affected by differences in propellant dissociation. Even if, in a

radlation-cooled thrustor, the propellant is dissociated by contact with
hot walls before it enters the discharge, it is unlikely that this will

have any significant effect upon performance.

B. PERFORMANCE OF RADIATION-COOLED ENGINES

I. Comparison of Radiation- and Water-Cooled Engines

A radiation-cooled engine which shows considerable merit has been

designated X-7C-R, as shown in Figures 20, 21 and 22.

The tungsten anode and cathode are self-coollng, and boron nitride

Insulators are used for interior insulation. On this model, the outside
diameter was 4 inches and the throat diameter 0.8 inch. A water-cooled

counterpart (X-7C-I) was tested separately to evaluate the effects of cooling
mode.

On the basis of tests made on these engines, it has been concluded that

there is no significant different in thrust performance due to the cooling
mode. To illustrate this point, Figure 23 compares directly the efficiency

versus Isp for two engine configurations (one water-cooled and one radiation-
cooled), both constructed with a 4-inch outside diameter and _ 0.8-inch throat.

However, there is an apparent difference in operating parameters between

the two engines, a difference which is not yet understood. At fixed l, B,
and _, there is a significant difference in voltage (V) and thrust, of such

a nature that the ratio T/V is not greatly affected; thus, the efficiency

versus Isp curve is not much changed although the detailed operating points
are.

Examining Table XII, it is clear that in general the water-cooled X-7C-I

ran at a higher voltage than did the radiation-cooled X-7C-R and, under some

conditions, at a higher thrust. Indeed, the effect is as though the char-
acterlstic dimension of the X-7C-R is smaller than that of the water-cooled

version. For comparison, we have included also in Table XII the data for

the X-7C-4 engine with 0.6-inch throat. It can be seen that the voltage and,

usually, the thrust for the X-7C-R thrustor are bracketed by the values for
the X-7C-I and X-7C-4 thrustors.

In summary, it appears that there are differences in operating point
between radiation- and water-cooled engines, but no outstanding differences

in overall propulsion performance. At low values of B the X-TC-R behaved
llke the X-7C-4 (0.6-1rich throat) and at high values of B like the X-7C-I

(O.85-inch throat).
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TABLE Xll -_

COMPARISONOF RADIATION-COOLEDX_CR AND
WATER-COOLEDX_C-1

Voltage Thrust

I m B X-7C-R X-TC-i X-7C-4 X-7C-R X-TC-I X-7C-4

42 60 42 19.9 33.5 22.4 !400 0.036 0.88

1.25 50 57 46 28.6 31.9 22.3

I
1.66 57 66 50 41.5 36.7 23.5

i
2.08 76 75 52 44.7 39.3 41.5

2.50 69 85 53 46.5 46.3 25.5

500 0.88 39 57 40 26.5 39.9 27.6

1.25 50 54 44 39.8 38.3 28.7

1.66 57 66 50 52.7 49.5 33.5

2.08 64 76 50 54.2 55.8 51 |

2.50 65 85 51 56.5 63.9 33.5

600 0.88 38 57 39 33.2 51.1 31.1

1.25 49 52 43 51.1 43.2 35.1

1.66 51 69 50 54.3 60.7 39.9

2.08 57 76 50 63.8 72 59

2.50 60 86.5 51 70 79.8 51.1
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2. Effect of Scale-Down

A scaled-down version of the X-7C-R radiatlon-cooled engine was made to

evaluate performance of a lighter version of the radiation-cooled design. A

3-1nch-dlameterMPD arcJet was tested over a range of mass flow, magnetic

field strength, and currents to define the performance. Results of these

tests are presented in Figures 24 and 25.

_he overall efficiency and specific impulse compare in essence with

previous data on a water-cooled version. However, the maximum attainable
current and the minimum mass flow were more llmited due to higher engine

temperatures. At comparable conditions, the engine temperature was generally

200 to 300°C higher than on the larger 4-inch-diameter engine. The maxlm_;,

specific impulse achieved with this engine is below the range of immediate
interest.

The 3-1nch engine was fabricated from a tungsten billet which was appar-

ently defective, as evidenced by the development of a crack on the cathoda

end of the engine prior to test. This defect became worse during test and

power cycling. Three different runs developed two other cracks through the
throat of the engine. The condition of interior parts, insulation and

cathode, was found to be generally good after test.

The problamof fractures developing on the anode, on both the 4-inch-

diameter as well as the 3-1nch-diameter engines during thermal cycling, suggests

either an extension beyond the ultimate tensile strength of the tungsten or

the development of a crystalline structure which degrades the tensile prop-
erties. The material used for the anode is sintered tungsten with a few

percent thoria doping. No indication of recrystallization, which would lead

to the development of failures in the tungsten, has been found.

It has been demonstrated on a previous program 21 that radiation-cooled

thrustors can handle power levels of at least 30 kW for periods of at least

700 hours with proper design for cooling. On that program higher engine

temperatures were teat,led without anode failures, though with smaller diameter
engines, The larger dimension of the present engines may introduce a limita-

tion by the internal stresses developed.

a. O_:._sting Voltage

The voltage current characteristic of the 3-1nch radiation-cooled

engine parallels the performance of the water-cooled version as shown in

Figure 25, but displays about a 10-volt decrement which is presently
unexplained. The cathode employed on this test was barium-calcium-

alumlnate impregnated tungsten rather than the usual thoriated tungsten
used on other tests. A combination of this fact and the hot anode may

produce the observed voltage change.

b. Operating Temperature

The external surface temperature of the radiating engine was deter-

mined from readings with an optlcal pyrometer which were corrected for

the tungsten emissivity and window absorption. The temperatures for the
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3- and 4-inch-diameter thrustors are plotted in Figure 26 versus arc
power. While some hysteresis is noted in the increasing power values
over those for decreasing power, the data generally follow the fourth
power relation shown as expected. At lower mass flow values, a rise in
temperature occurs.

c. Low-Power Engine Tests

A series of tests were conducted on the L-2 model engine which had
primarily been utilized for alkali metal propellant tests. The engine

had a 2-inch outside diameter and a 0.5-inch throat. A photo of the arc-

jet assembly and mounting bracket is shown in Figure 27. The construc-
tion details of the engine are given in Figure 28. It comprises a tung-
sten exhaust nozzle fitted and molybdenum-vanadium (2150oc) brazed to a
molybdenum section which is held by the mounting bracket, as seen in
Figure 27. The thoriated tungsten cathode and boron-nitride insulators

extend beyond the water-cooled bracket and incorporate metallic C-ring
seals.

This engine was installed on a thrust balance and mounted within an
aluminum test tank. The magnetic field was produced by a water-cooled
solenoid coil, and a water-cooled shield ring was mounted inside the
coil so ks to enclose the engine. The magnetic field had a m_ximum
value of 2 kilogauss. Since this engine is a relatively low-power design,
all tests were made at this peak value of magnetic field to keep the
voltage high and, correspondingly, to reduce the engine current at a
given power level. Data were obtained at various mass flow conditions at

increasingly high current levels. The procedure followed in the tests

was one of progressively raising the power on the engine until ultimately

some indication of failure in the cathode-anode region was evident. ":

Tests of the engine were halted after erosion was observed when the

power was increased to about 14 kW. However, the damage to the engine o
was found to be relatively superficial, occurring for the most part as a

fracturing at the forward edge of the boron-nitride insulator separating

the cathode and anode. This effect did not recur on the second test,

when the changes in power were more gradual.

The performance of the engine was low, providing about 1800 seconds
J

specific impulse at i0 percent overall efficiency for the lowest ammonla _
flow £ate utilized. The overall thrust efficiency variation with the

specific impulse is shown in Figure 29. The efficiencies are gen_rally
below i0 percent and show a lower trend with decreasing propellant mass "_

flow at any given specif_!c impulse. The results were generally lower

than the best data on water-cooled MPD arc_ets.

The integrity of the engine, while not extensively tested for endurance,

seemed satisfactory below the maximum power input attained of 22.5 kW.

During the tests a large temperature gradient was evident across the

: brazed Joint separating the tungsten and molybdenum sections. The con-
dition which limited further testing was local melting of molybdenum :

• directly behind the tungsten throat. Some melting and attrition of the

cathode and the C-rlngs was also found.
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d. Power Capability

The radiation engines which have been tested establish some bound to

the maximum power input which can be achieved without material loss. The

performance of the three radiation engines which have been tested define

a size to maximum power behavior as shown in Figure 30. If the conduction

process from the internal to external surface is considered bound by the

onset of melting, then the maximum power will be approximately dependent
on the scale dimension as observed.

C. ENGINE LIFE DEMONSTRATION

An endurance test on a radiation-cooled version of the MPD acJet was made

using a 4-inch-diameter X-YCR engine (Figure 20) with ammonia propellant. The

test involved only one power cycle from startup to shutdown. Initially, opera-

tion was conducted at progressively higher power values in steps of i00 amperes

from 200 to the duration test value of 900 amperes. Operation at I000 amperes
was attempted but produced some material erosion. The endurance test was begun

at a power level of 36 kW, specific impulse of 3600 seconds, and overall thrust

efficiency of 34 percent. A mass flow of 0.023 g/sec and a magnetic field strength

of 2.5 kilogauss were utilized. The background exhaust pressure was about 90
microns.

The maximum external engine temperature for the radiation engine was approxi-
mately 2000°K, shown operating in Figure 31.

The test was conducted for 75 hours (uninterrupted) at the power and mass

flow condition set. However, certain malfunctions of support equipment occurred

which affected the test results. Loss of the transducer signal, due to an over-

heated cable, after a few hours operation, did not allow a continuous monitoring

of thrust. However, a more serious condition developed when an observation win-
dow developed a crack which could not be sealed efficiently. As a result, the
background environment became air-contaminated to i extent which caused slow

oxidation of the radiating engine parts, particularly the high-temperature nozzle

end of the engine. This condition had not been observed on any previous tests

on this program with a controlled background. In fact, former experience with
tungsten body radiation cooled arcJet thrustors 21 which operated at higher tem-

peratures and for prolonged periods of up to 30 days, did not display oxidation.

In spite of the short comings of the test, the 4-inch-diameter radiation
engine shows considerable promise. The anode block did not exhibit any thermal
structural cracks as had occurred on other tests at lower current levels with

cycling. The power, specific impulse, and overall thrust efficiency values which
had been achieved offer reasonable propulsion conditions. The operation of the

engine at the stated conditions in an improved vacuum, where increased thrust

has been demonstrated, 18 would pro_ect the performance close to the 5000-second,
50-percent overall efficiency figure.
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III. MAGNET DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A. MAGNETS FOR ENGINEPERFORMANCE TESTS

The MPD archer thrustor has been under evaluation at Avco/SSD in configura-

tlons which utilized externally applied magnetic fields in the discharge region.

The thrustors have been operated in the 10- to 50-kilowatt range; externally ap-

plied magnetic field strengths have ranged from 250 gauss up to 2.5 kilogauss.

To date, little effort has been expended in fabricating a magnetic fleld

toll configuration for optlmumma_net power utilization. Field coils have been
made simply by winding copper tubing around a mandrel. Some of the more obvious

advantages of this method for laboratory evaluation of magnetic field effects
upon engine operation follow:

I. The coils may be water-cooled. This cooling permits *he use of very hlgh

currents in the coils for achieving the high magnetlc field strengths desired
for evaluations.

2. Fabrication is extremely simple. New toll configurations may be fabrica-

ted in Just a few hours.

3. Magnetic field strength distribution may be varied almost at will. Several

magnet coils may be wrapped around the same mandrel and on top of previous

coils. The several coils may be operated so that their fields are aiding or

bucking each other, producing different ratios of the axial magnetic field

strength, 8z, to the radial field strength, 8r.

4. Tubing is readily available, and no machlning is required for the fabri-
cation of coils.

5. Insulation of turns from each other is accomplished by sliding shrink-on
tubing over the copper tubing.

The experimental results have indicated that engine operation is not appreci-
ably affected by magnetic field strength distributions, and that the magnetic
field produced by a solenoidalmagnet coil is equally as effective as any other
distribution tested. Insofar as field strength is concerned, our results have
indicated that increases of magnetic field stxength above approximately 2 kilo-
gauss do not significantly improve either engine efficiency or specific impulse
obtained.

The next section outlines some of the work which has been done at Avco/SSD

to determine the weight penalties associated with a properly designated magnet
subsystem. In view of the experimental results Just mentioned, the gollowlng
assumptions have been made for the purpose of the discussion:

1. The requlredmaEnetlc field distribution can be obtalnedwlth a solenoi-

dal magnet coil.
!

2. For reference purposes, the field strength at the core center may be
taken as the basic deaignparameter.
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3. The field strength at the core center will be of the order of 1 kilo-

gaass.

4. The inner radius of the magnet coil will be of the order of I inch.

B. DESIGN OF RADIATION-COOLEDMAGNETS

Approximate evaluations have been made of the weights of radiatlou-cooled

magnet systems. Copper and aluminum have been considered as the solenoid mate-

rlals. The following sections, although preliminary, form the basis for a com-

plete evaluation of magnet subsystem welght requirements.

I. Solenoidal Electromagnets

The axial field strength at the center of the solenoid is given by the

Fabry relation, which has the form 35

G p(_...=_ 1/28 z (29)

_Pril q

where 8 z (kilogauss) is the magnetic field strength, G is a geometric factor
which depends upon the col1 geometry (i.e., ratio of outside to inside radii

_/_ _ a , and length-to-dlameter ratlo, l/2 r i _ _), P(megawatts) is the
power input, A is the fraction of the toll occupied by the conductor, p (oP_-

cm) is the resistivity of the toll material, and _ (cm) is the i_slde radius
of the coil.

The geometric factor, O, is a relatlvely weak function of the radii ratio,

a, and the coll length-to-dlameter ratio, _. Its maximum value is about
0.20 and corresponds to values of both a and _ in the range 2 to 3. For the

purposes of the following sem/quantltatlve discussion, O will be assumed a

constant equal to themaximumvalue of 0.20 and both a and _ will be assumed

to be of the order 2 to 3. From the vlewpolnt of the following analysls,
these quantities have only a second-order effect on the calculated results,

and by preselectlng values of G, a, and _ the problem of estimating magnet

s#stem weights is considerably simplified. In a later section, consideration

will be given to two different col1 designs and the effects of col1 design

upon the value of the geometric factor, G, and the magnet system weight.

Substituting O - 0.20 into Equation 29, the Fabry relatlon can be
written

P _ 6.25zzo_ p_ s_/_ (30)

with dimensions: input power, p(kW), resistivity, p (10-6 ohm-cm), inner

radius, _ (inches), axial field strength, B z (kilogauss), and the fr, _tlon
of coil occupied by the conductor, A (dimensionless). Equation ?O, with
"the dimensional units as indicated, is used for the remainder of this dis-
cussion.

i

From the Fabry relation in the form of Equation 30, the solenoid power
requirement is seen to be proportional to the square of the required axial
field strength, directly proportional to the solenoid material reuistivity
and inner r_ "lus, and inversely proportional to the packing fraction, A. The
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resistivity of the solenoid material is a function of temperature, increasing
with an increase in coil temperature, For the purposes of the present dis-
cussion, it is assumed that the temperature within the entire cell is a con-

stant, and in a later section it will be shown that a coil design for which

thi_ assumption is valld is also one for whlch the maximum value of the geo-
metric factor, O, is obtained. Moreover, for a radlatlon-cooled magnet the

same design will be shown to provide a packing fraction, A , very close to

unity; for the present, therefore, A is assumed to be equal to one.

Figure 32 shows the resistivity of copper and aluminum as a function of

temperature; therefore, as the temperature i8 increased, the resistivity of i

each material increases. Thus, for fixed magnetic field strength and inner

solenoid radius, the required input power increases with increase in soleuold

temperature (Equation 30). Figure 33 presents the magnet power Ivput for a

fleld strength of 1 kilogauss as a function of temperature, normalized to an

inner radius of 1 inch. The power requirements for an aluminum solenold are
clearly seen to be greater than for a corresponding copper solenold, but the

total subsystem weight penalty will be seen to be somewhat smalle_ due to |
the reduced magnet cell weight obtained by the use of alumlnumwith its smaller

mass density. _n the next section the magnet weights associated _Ith the

two materials in a radlatlon-cooled configuration are considered.

2. Radiation-Cooled Magnet Subsystem

In this section, estimates of the weight of a radlation-cooled magnet

subsystem are presented. The weight of a magnet is given by

w,,_ : 2.._ w_.2_ l)_x (31)

where _ is the inner solenoid radius, Wis the density of the magnet mate-
rial, and a, _, and A have the same meanings as above, For the radiation-

cooled magnet, A is assumed to be equal to i, and a and _ are assumed to

have values in the range 2 to 3. To a first approximation, then, the cell
weight is given by

3

Wum _ _ 75,i W (32)

For copper, W = 550 ib/ft 3, and che magnet weight is

3

Wmag ,.c. = 23.5 _ pounds (_ in inche_

For aluminum, W = 165 ib/f_ 3, and the magnet weight is

3

Wma_ al = 7.2 r i pounds (_ in inche_

Figure 34 presents the total weight of the magnet subsystem, as a func-

tion of coil temperature, assuming a power supply weight of 50 !b/kW, a 1
kilogauss magnetic field strength at the coil core, and an inner radius of
i inch. It is seen tha_ for coil temperatures below 600°C, the smaller
weight of an aluminum magnet coil compensates for the increased power input
required and appears to be a somewhat more attractive system from the point

of view of the weight penalty accruing to the use of the external magnetic
field.
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A major consequence from Figure 34 is that neither system imposes a weight

penalty of as great as 50 pounds--provided the coll can be operated at tempera-
tures below 600°C. The powcr requirement is less than 600 watts. For an en-

gine operating in the 30- to 50-kllowatt range, the engine power supply weight

is on the order of 1500 to 2500 pounds. The entlremagnet subsystem then

represents only about 2 to 3 percent of the engine power supply weight. Ex-

cept for ease in fabrication, therefore, there is little reason to choose one
of the materials considered over the other.

The one point which has not yet been determined is whether a radiation-

cooled magnet can be operated at temperatures below 600°C. For a radiation-

cooled magnet, all the input power must be radiated from the magnet exterior
surface. The radiation area of the coll is given by

A = 2nrf (2a_ + a 2 -1)
(33)

and for the assumed values of a and _, the radiating area becomes

A _- 100 rf (cm2j (34)

2
For a 1-inch inner radius, the radiating area is thus of the order of 650 cm ,

and the total power which can he radiated is given by

P = &66 xlO _ x_T 4 watts (35)

Figure 35 shows the power which can be radiated for both aluminum and

copper as a function of temperature, superimposed upon a replot of the

solenoid power versus temperature presented in Figure 33. The emissivity of

copper has been taken as 0.6; that of aluminum has been taken as 0.Ii to

0.19, in the temperature range of interest. The figure shows, in a rather

dramatic fashion, that a copper magnet will operate at a temperature on the

order of 300oc, will require approximately 225 watts of solenoid power, and
will entail a total magnet power supply weight of the order of 35 pounds.

An alumlnummagnet, on the other hand, would melt, since it would be incapa-

ble of radiating all the input power unless its emissivity could be increased.

Several methods for increasing the emissivity suggest themselves. Prob-

ably the simplest consists of placing a plating (such as alumlnum oxide) on

the radiating surfaces of the aluminummagnet coil. At the temperatures of

interestf no problems would be encountered with this plating process. The
coating would increase the emissivity of the aluminum magnet coil, say, to

0.6, and the curve of power radiated shown in Figure 35 for copper would be

equally valid for the aluminum magnet coil. For this configuration, then,

an alumlnummagnet would operate at 425oC, require an input power of 525

watts, and entail a total magnet and power supply weight of the order of

33 pounds. To within the approximations utilized for this discussion, the

two materials impose the same weight penalty (approximately 35 pounds). This

total weight includes provision for the power supply based on a specific pow-

er supply weight of 50 ib/kW.

Since the solenoid power is porportional to the square of the magnet

field strength, the temperatures and power requiremeats associated with

lower magnetic field strengths are greatly reduced. For lower magnetic field
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strengths, aluminum becomes a more attractive material than copper. Figure

36 presents the total magnet and power supply weight penalties incurred as
a function of field strength for field strengths up to 1.4 kilogauss.

For field strengths below about I kilogauss, aluminum appears to be the
more attractive magnet material. For field strengths above 1 kilogauss, the

weight of the power supply for an alumlnummagnet coil, as well as its oper-

ating temperature, rapidly increases. For field strengths of the order of

1 kilogauss, the absolute difference in system weight is entirely negligible,

and either magnet coil could be utillzed.

3. Magnet Coil Design

This section presents a brief outline of the differences between the

normal '_ire-wound" solenoid design, and a more efficient and compact design

which was originally suggested by Bitter 36 and has most recently been improved

by Johansen. 37

The two geometries are most simply compared by consldering the methods

of fabrication and the resulting current distributions. The "normal" con-

figuration is obtained by winding a square conductor into a solenoid, thereby
achieving a uniform current density throughout the conducting coil. Each
turn of the toll must be insulated from all other windings in both the radial

and the axial directions, and the volume taken up by this insulation reduces
the fraction of the coil volume which carries current, i.e., this design has

a value of k which is clearly less than 1. Moreover, radial heat conduction

is inhibited by the insulation between the individual turns.

The axial magnetic field strength at the coil core and the input power
may be related by the Fabry relation

V

where

I_o I IS _ I/2 a + Ja2 +IS2 4_
G!

= _ _ / la _ .......; Po _ -- (37)
a 2 - 1 10

a result first obtained by Fabry. 35 Values of G1 have been tabulated by
Cockcroft. 38 The maximum value which G1can attain is 0.18 and occurs for
values of a and flin the vicinity of 2-3.

36
A more efficient design, generally attributed to Bitter, is one in

which the current density in the coil is inversely proportional to the radius

and is fabricated by making pancake disks of conductor, which are cut through

along a radius and Joined to form a spiral-like surface. Figure 37 shows
several disks; the coil is obtained by Joining edge_, A to 8 and C to D in the
illustration.
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The radial heat conduction in this configuration is not inhibited by

Insulating materlals, since the only insulation requlred71s between pancake
sections. A further improvement suggested by Johansen, 3 is obtained if

aluminum is used; each disk can be anodized and the insulation volume is then

negligibly small. Thus, this desig_ yields a value of A very close to

unity. Even if copper is used, the value of A for this configuration is still

much closer to unity than for the "normal" coil configuration.

For this configuration, the Fahry relation is given by

= G2 PC_)

I./2
B (38)

where

Values of G2 are given in Reference 36. The maximum value attained by
O2 is 0.21 for a = 6 and _= 2. For a and _,in the vicinity of 2-3, G2is
0.2, the value which has been used in the sections above. If A had the same

value as the "normal" coil geometry, this configuration would still be about

10 percent more efficient. In practice, A is greater for this design as well

and the radial heat conduction is also improved. This magnet configuration,
therefore, is more efficient from all considerations, and it forms the basis

of the analysis above.

Finally, with the assumption that all the Input power is radiated from

the outer edge of the magnet .oil, it is readily shown that the difference

in temperature between the inner and outer coll surfaces is given by

P In .
A T - (40)

8. K_ r
For the situations considered above, this difference is of the order of only

I to 10°C, and the previous assumption of constant coll temperature is com-
pletely valid.

C. TEST MAGNET CONFIGURATION

The calculated properties of the Bitter solenoid are sufficiently attractive

to encourage experimental verification. For this reason a Bitter solenoid was

constructed and operated, and daEa were obtained on magnet performance. Since

this was an initial effort, the solenoid was not optimized and was constructed

in the most straightforward fashion in order to provide experimental backing for
the calculations.

The solenoid was fabricated of a stack of copper disks. A total of 64 disks,

made from 1/32-inch copper sheeting, were used. Each disk had a 5.8-inch inner
diameter and a 9.5-inch outer diameter. With the addition of insulating tape

between the disks, the solenoid length was 3 inches, so that the packing fraction,

A , was 0.67. The magnet contained no cooling provisions except for that pro-

duced by natural convection and by radiation,
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The geometrical factor, (}2,was calculated for this configuration and was
found to be G 2- 0.095. The value anticipated for an optimum design is about
G3- 0.20, so the departures from optimum, produced largely by the relatlvely
large inside diameter and the small length of this magnet, resulted in about a
factor of 2 decrease from optimum in the constant, relating the field, B, to the

square root of the input power. Thus, for a given B, four times the power re-
quired for an optimum geometry was needed.

The magnet was then tested on a laboratory bench. The measured quantities

were current, voltage, temperature, and Bmax, measured on the solenoid axis at
about the midpoint of the solenoid length. The temperature was measured by a
thermocouple embedded in the solenoid about 1/2 inch from the outer surfacp and

midway between one solenoid face and a plane parallel to the face and passing
through the solenoid center; tbus, it was about 314 inch from one solenoid face
and 2 1/4 inches from the other. The data are summarized in Table XIV below.

TABLE Xlll

CALIBRATION OF RADIATION-COOLEDBITTER SOLENOID

Current, amperes 128 160 200

Voltage, volts 4.9 8.25 12.8

Power in, kilowatts 0.63 1.32 2.56

Bmax, gauss 430 530 660

T, °C 198 340 &87

1. Data Correlation

The data of Table XIV have been examined for comparlsonwlth the rele-
vant analytical expressions. First, the relation between field strength
and input power was tested using handbook values of the resistivity of copper
as a function of temperature. Therefore, since

B 0.095 P(_,.I 1/2
= (41) :

V++/
+

B csn then be predicted as a function of input power, sinceA and rj are known i
constants and p is obtained from T. The predicted and measured values of B

are given in Table XV below, i
TABLE XlV

COMPARISONOF PREDICTEDANDMEASUREDFIELD STRENGTH,BITTER SOLENOID

Power in, kilowatts 0.63 1.32 2.56

B, predicted_ kilogauss 0.42 0.52 0.635

B, measured, kilogauss 0.43 0.53 0.66
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The agreement is excellent. One can check also that the power balance

on the magnet is correct; that is, it can be determined whether the resistiv-

ity values dete:_Ined by the temperature are in accord with the measured volt-

age and current. To do this, it is first necessary to write the solenoid

resistance in terms of the geometry and resistivity. It can easily be shown,
if the solenoid is isothermal, that resistance R of one disk is given by

R -: - 2_p
8 _ _/_ (42)

where _ is the disk thickness. With the modification that there are 64 disks

in series, this relation can be used to predict the solenoid resistance as a

function of temperature. Table XVI below compares the predicted solenoid

resistance with the measured resistance (V/I) for the calibration tests.

TABLE XV

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED SOLENOID RESISTANCE

Solenoid Temperature, °C 198 340 487

p, mlcrohm-centlmeters 3 4 5.2

R, measured, ohms 3.82 x 10-2 5.15 x 10-2 6.41 x 10-2

R, predicted, ohms 3.06 x 10 -2 4.08 x 10 -2 5.33 x 10 -2

Thus, the measured resistance exceeds the predicted resistance in each
case by about I0 milllohms, which is the correct order of magnitude for the
various contact resistances.

Finally, the magnet thermal balance may be examined. In steady state
all the power input to the magnet is thermallzed, then removed by radiation

and convection. It is assu_ed that conduction is small. Again, with the

assumption that the magnet is isothermal, the radiative term can be computed
as eaA T 4, with T inOK. Taking _ - 0.8,

Prad ="0.8× 567 x 10"12x 1.2x 103 x T 4 (43)

= 545 x 10_. T 4

2
•.here the radiating surface area of the solenoid is estimated at 1200 cm .

For the cooling owing to natural c_nvection, standard formulae yield

q A " I,SA r (44)

where q is the heat transfer in Btu/hr, A is the area in square feet, AT is the
temperature difference in OF, and the heat transfer coefficient is taken as
1.5. In cgs units, the same relation is written as
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q/A'_gxlO "4 AT (45)

with q in watts.

2
Thus, with A_I200 cm ,

q_AT (46)

The heat transfer from the solenoid is then given by

6(watts) = 5.45x I0-9 T4 + AT (47)

This predicted heat transfer is compared with input power in Table XVlI
below.

TABLE XVl

COMPARISONOF PREDICTEDSOLENOIDHEAT TRANSFERWITHINPUT POWER

Temperature, °C 198 340 487

Predicted Radiative Transfer, Natts 262 770 1820

Predicted Convective Transfer, Watts 170 308 459

Predicted Total Transfer, Watts 432 1078 2279

Input Power, Watts 630 1320 2560

The difference between predicted heat transfer and input power is about
30 percent at the low input power and falls to about 12 percent at the high
input power. Some of the difference is almost certainly associated with
conductive coollng, which has been neglected.

2. Conclusions
l

The _ather good correlation of magnet performance with the analytical
predictions s,ggests that a fairly high order of accuracy can be obtained

in the design of a Bitter solenoid and that, further, the magnet system _n- i
alyses are probably reliable predictors of optlmummagnet performance.

7

Magnet construction is not unduly complex or difficult. The substitu-
tion of a cohesive insulator (such as an oxide layer) for the separate in-
sulators used here would make construction even simpler and improve the
packing friction, A .

Most important, the magnet temperature is a key determinant of required
input power: the higher the temperature the more power is required for a
given B, and the higher the input power the higher the temperature for a fixed
geometry. Thus, the radiation-cooled solenoid is much less attractive for
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high field strengths, with the power required probably increasing more rapidly
than 8 2 even for an optimum design. Yurther, a critical element in the design
is the rejection of thrustor heat by some techni_ue (such as reflection),
since increases in magnet temperature are to be avoided where possible.
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IV. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

At this time the MPD arcJet has emerged from the early laboratory stage to

a more advanced stage of development. While many questions remain with regard

"_ the detailed mechanism of thrust production and, more importantly, with regard
to the interaction of the thrustor with the test environment, it is still possible
to assert with some confidence that

i. propulsive efficiency levels of 40 to 50 percent at the 4000 second im-
pulse level are achievable with ammonia,

2. magnet system designs appear favorable, and

3. radiation-cooled thrustors for long mission flight times can be developed.

For this reason it is suggested that future research and development might
be more properly oriented toward hardware. Tasks of interest include:

i. development and llfe test of a radiation-cooled thrustor with an optimum
design radiation-cooled magnet

2. consideration of power conditioning requirements and development of

breadboard power conditioning systems

3. laboratory tests designed for the express purpose of minimizing interaction
with the environment, rather than optimization of measured performance

4. preliminary planning for flight tests to resolve the question of tank
interaction is appropriate.

95/96
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APPENDIX

I_D ARC.TET THRUSTOR _ALYSIS

BY J. B. WORKMAN

A. INTRODUCTION

This appendix describes the analysis of an arc structure in a flowing gas
which is ionized and heated by a coaxial electric discharge in a magnetic field.

The geometry consists of an axial steady flow, a magnetic field parallel to the

flow, and an applied electric field which is radial between the two cylinders

forming the annulus. X_is type of discharge, known as the magnetic annular arc

(MAARC), has been the subject of many experimental investigations in recent years
and forms the basis for a _amily of magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) accelerators.40-44

The early interest in this class of plasma device was generated by the desire to

achieve a useful plasma accelerator which would convert electrical energy into

mechanical thrust suitable for space propulsion. Recently, a new interest in

these MAARC discharges has developed because of their use as high energy plasma

sources for laboratory simulation of solar wind phenomena 45 and collisionless
plasma flow studies.

The distinguishing feature of this type of coaxial electrical arc is the

presence of the axial mag_t_ field in the discharge region. A number of re-
lated plasma experiments _v-_v have been carried out in this configuration. The
common characteristic is that the electrons undergo complete orbits between

collisions, thereby creating Hall currents that circulate around the center elec-

trode in the annulus. This type of arc has been used for a wide spectrum of
plasma devices ranging from space thrusters with power levels of I0" watts up to

plasma accelerators for flow studies of 107 watts, all with channel cross sections

of a few centimeters. Because this discharge is useful for both plasma physics

studies and applications with the capability of creating a highly ionized steady

flow of plasma, the present analysis will possibly be of interest to more in-
vestigators than Just t!_se involved in the development of magnetic annular arcs

and magnetoplasmadynamic arcs.

In the course of interpreting experimental results, various authors have

developed integral or average property analyses for examining particular devices.
For example, In the earliest work of this sort, Hess 49 has estimated the various

mean free paths and collision frequencies for his device in order to predict the

Hall parameters. With this information he was able to discuss the direction and

magnitude of ion and electron currents. Later, Cann and Marlotte 50 greatly ex-
tended this approach by considering integrated conservation relations for the

gas. The results of their analysis permit experimental measurements to be corre-

lated in such a way that overall conservation of ma_, momentum, and energ?y can
be sa_isfled. Recently, Hugel, Kruelle, and Peters- },ave summarized this

approach in their paper and indicated i_ usefulness in discussing their exDerl-
ments. In a current paper, Rosclszewski #_ has used this approach to analyze a

low density model suggested by Lovberg. 53
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Unfortunately, the apparent complexity of the flow in these devices has pro-

vided little incentive for a more detailed theoretical treatment. In particular,

the geometry seems two- or possibly three-dimenslonal in nature, the ratio of elec-

tron cyclotron to collision frequency is of order unity, and complex ionization

and dissociation reactions occur. Recently, however, several investigations have

indicated that the maJorlty of the current flows in a narrow region near the
throat of these devices. 54-55 Thls implie_ that the important part of the arc

structure itself may be confined to a thin zone that is both geometrically simple

and with gas densities sufficiently high that collisional processes dominate over
collective plasma effects.

The objective of the present research is twofold: I) to carry out a detailed

numerical analysis of the non-equilibrium chemistry and flow in this throat region,
using a quasl-one-dimensional geometry, and 2) to derive from the numerical re-

suits a simple physical model which is useful for visualizing the important proc-

esses and studying parametric behavior. The numerical analysis is capable of
determining various constants for the simple model that would otherwise have to

be supplied in an adho___cmanner. The goal is to demonstrate that a self-conslstent

model can be constructed which shows a large current zone near the throat, pro-

ducing levels of ionization, dissociation, and gas enthalpy that are consistent

with experimental results. By limiting the investigation to the throat and the

upstream subsonic portion of the arc, it is possible to delve quite deeply into

the structure of the discharge without getting entangled in the complexities of
the flow-magnetic field interaction which must occur further downstream.

Multlcomoonent conservation equations, together with the appropriate Maxwell
relations, are solved for a discharge in hydrogen for a subsonic, steady flow.

Rate equations for ionization and dissociation, along with appropriate relatlons
for the various transport processes, are employed as constitutive equations. To

the writer's knowledge this is the first attempt to analyze the structure of an

arc by i_tegrating this set of equations through the discharge.

The analytic results indicate that the flow through the d_scharge has prop-
erties similar to compressible flow in a constant area pipe with heat addition.

The familiar increase in the Mach number with heating is obtained with a condition

that sonic flow must be reached at the downstream edge of the channel. In this
case, the heat source is the Joule dissipation due to arc currents. Certain

criteria which determine the power required to bring the Mach number to unity at

the throat location, together with the requirement that the solution pass through
the sonic point smoothly, establish effective boundary conditions downstream of
the throat. These results can be used as a basis for the theoretical treatment

of the supersonic exhaust downstream of the throat, but a detailed description

of this portion of the plasma flow is beyond the scope of this paper.

The simple flowmodel which is developed in Subsection G provides a series

of elementary relations which are useful for estimating discharge length, fraction

ionized, and the connection between pressure, mass flow, and current.
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B. PHYSICAL MODEL

A typical arrangement of cathode and anode in a _gn_.tic annular arc is that

used in the experiments conducted at this laboratory, hO The geometry (Figure

A-l) consists of a constant area annulus joined at a throat _o an exDandiug area
region with an external magnetic field which is applied parallel to the flow

direction. While a wide variety of shapes have been used to form magnetic arcs,

they all anpear, in general, to have a discharge zone that roughly approximates
this device.

By assuming axial symmetry and time invariance _nd by I,eglecting radial

variations, this flow geometry can be described by quasi-one-dimensional, steady

hydrodynamics. With on, e ception to be noted, the azimuthal magnet_,: field in-
duced by the radial curz. _ can be ignored. The analysis will be confined to

the vicinity of the throat where the calculation can be compared to experimental
flow properties at a mean annular radius. By simplifying the geometrical con-

siderations, one can investigate the chemistry and flow _n great detail while

still retaining a tractable computation scheme,

Computations have been carried out for hvdrogen by considering the four com-

ponents: H2 , H,H _, and e. The species H+ created by electron impact is assumed
to dissociate rapidly into H and not form2an important constituent of the flow.

In the axial or flow direction, the two neutral species are assigned a com-

mon velocity Un, different from that of the ionized species UI . Electrons and
ions have the same axial velocity by virtue of assuming equal sources and charge

neutrality. Microscopically, the charged species are tied together by an axial

electric field as in ambipolar diffusion.

In the azimuthal direction all of the heavy species are assigned a common

velocity, Us, different from that of the electron gas, Ue (Hell current). If the
flow is steady with no azimuthal variations, there is no azimuthal electric field

to couple electrons to ions, and the only interaction is through collisions.

The heavy species are taken as having a Boltzmann energy distribution at a

common temperature TH, while the electrons are assigned a different temperature
Te. A Boltzmann distribution also pertains to the electrons, except that a

modification to the high energy tall is introduced in calculatlng the various

electron-neutral excitation losses. This is necessary in those regions of the

flow where the electron-electron collision frequency is so low that a Druyvesteyn
cutoff of the high energy spectrum _s expected.

The Druyvesteyn distribution in a partially ionized gas is obtained when the

energy communication between electrons ceases to exist. The significant param-

eter that dlsti_guishes the limit is mH2 nee /me yen, where m e and mH2 are electron

and neutral masses andven and Wee are electron-neutral and electron-electron

collision frequencies. A simple attenuation factor u which ranges from zero to

unity, depending on th_s parameter, may be defined as

a = (A-l)

me {'ca

mH2 "ee
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By multiplying the rates obtained for a Boltzmann distribution by this factor,
one can correct the results to allow for the effect. In practice this factor is

close to unity over most of the discharge; thus this refinement has little in-
fluence on the solution.

In the transverse or radial direction, only the motion of electrons will be

considered. Since this flux constitutes the external current to the arc, it will

be denoted as j , and the corresponding simple momentum equation will be written as

an electrical conductivity.

The concentration of each species will be found by calculating the appro-
priate dissociation and ionization rates. Recombination is neglected as an unim-

portant process at the temperatures to be considered. The ionization rates of

hydrogen molecules and atoms denoted by gMand gA are found as a function of elec-
tron temperature by integrating a Boltzmann distribution against experimental
cross sections. All of the cross sections to he used in this work have been

taken from the data book of Brown. 57

The dissociation of hydrogen by electron impact follows the model of Poole's
58

work given by Massey and Burhop, with the first excited level rate denoted by

gD1and the second by gD^. This excitation results in significant inelastic energy
transfer from electrons to heavies denoted by GeHand radiative loss GR. The
latter is assumed to escape from the gas. In addition to these inelastic processes,

the usual elastic energy transfer from electrons to heavies, He//, is taken into
account.

Heat conduction, q , by electrons in the flow direction is treated by using

the thermal conductivity, A , for a partially ionized gas. This is pzoportional

to the product of electrical conductivity, _ , and electron temperature. The con-

stant of proportionality is chosen so as to give the result of Spitzer 59 when the
gas is fully ionized. The electrical conductivity itself employs experimental

cross sections for the neutrals and a Coulomb cross section that gives the Spitzer

result for full ionization. Heavy particle heat conduction is neglected, as is

any thermal conductivity across magnetic field lines to the walls.

C. COMPUTATIONAL PROGRAM DETAILS

I. Collision Cross-Sectlon Data

For simplicity, the elastic cross sections of electrons and ions with

neutral particles were chosen to be equivalent hard spheres referenced to

mean particle energies appropriate to the problem. Considering that the

absolute value of these quantities is somewhat uncertain at low energies, this
is felt to be a reasonab£e approximation. Fortunately, the data that is

available indicates only a relatively weak dependence on energy in the regime

of primary interest.

Using the data in Brown 57 and referencing the electron energy to 4 e.v.,

the electron-neutral cross sections were deduced _rom Figures 1.4 and 1.5 to
be Qell2 = 1.4 x 10-15 cm2 and QeH- 2.8 x 10-16 cm corresponding to Pc = 48

and Pc= I0 respectively.
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_e equivalent hard sphere data for Ion-neutral cross sections was ob-

tained from mobility data. For H2, the value of _ = 13cm/sec - Cm/v. given by

Figure 3.48,glves an effective cross section for H+- H2 of Q_2 = 7.1 x 10-15 cm2.
_is co, ares well with the low ener_ limit Sat would be obtained by

extrapolating the direct information of Figure 1:50 (Pc = 250). _r the
collision H+ - H, there is, of course, no direct information on mobility at

low energies and the usual approximation of sc_IJng the H_ -- He collision

was used. Using the value of W = Ii Cm/sec - 2Iv given _y either Figure 3.25
or Figure 3.39 results in QiH = 4.85 x 10-15 cm . _Is is in agreement with

an extrapolation to low energies of the direct atomic _drogen data of Dalgarno
and Yadov. 60

_e electron-neutral ionization rates have been co_uted 8s a function

of electron temperature by integrating a Boltz_na distribution against a

linear cu_e fitted to the low ener_ portion of e_erimental cross-sectlon

data in Brown. For H2 , the cu_e of Figure 4._ was used; and for H, the
curve of Figure 4.18. _is results in the fo]!owing e_)resslons (_S units):

18.9 × 1_

TO (A-2)
= 2._5x10 _2 v'T-j(26.15 . 2._ xlO _Tej e

li65 × 10_
(A-3)

T e
aA = 3._ × 10"13 q"_e_l.6 + 2._ _ 10_ To) e

The treatment of the electron-molecule excitation aM dissociation proc-

esses follows the theory of _ss_ and Burhop 58 for the e_erimental results
of Poole. Using the cross sections given on page 237 and integrating with a

_Itzmann distribution gives the foll_ing results (_S units):

(A-4)- o .

_2 = 8.20 x + 1
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The Coulomb cross section is chosen to match the expressions for electrical

conductivity given by Spitzer. 59 Fitting to Equation 5-37 (MKS units), there
results

Oei - 2.96 . 10.1o _tn X (A-6)

where

1/2

.'l 1.25 ", 107 ( T3e _
\ %1

Thence the usual expression for conductivity in a partially ionized gas
becomes

l )'Me Ce

-- _ _ nj Oej (A-7)tr nee 2 J

where y is Spitzer's correction for a strong transverse magnetic field,
Likewise an expression for thermal conductivity is obtained by fitting to

Equation 5-45 as

), = 5.68 x 10_ Teo (A-8)

2. Linearized Equations

In order to start the computation in a systematic and rational way, the

basic equations are linearized about the unstream conditions. This is done

merely to obtain initial conditions on the ionized gas species in the flow

regime where they are negligibly small compared to the background gas. The

electron density is taken as a small quantity ne = n" and the electron tem-
perature is taken as a small pert-,rbation about the _sual elevated value,

Tee, in an electric field Te = Teo*T_ •

Substituting into the electron energy equation and rataining only first

order terms, one obtains an expression which, when coupled to the transport

property relatlons, permits a solution for Te and Ueo •O

12
O _ + _es Ue - He// (A-9)

O
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] - a(F,,-U e8)

._ e2
G

7Mc ce no Oe/-/2

2 n__e %k 0_2
lt ett = ( Te - To)

MH2

Solving these relations simultaneously, the quantity n_ completely drops

out of the formulation (as it should), and one obtains unique values for Teo

and Ueo. ..

Now, substituting into the axlal electon/ion momen;_.umequation and again -_

retaining only first order terms gives an expression for n_

_e dPi
+ -- = - Min +]B 0 (A-IO)dx dx

or i
e

= _I "; (A-If)

where _I is only a function of ups,*ream flow parameters:

e:z(e - Veo_) aOo

4/3 Mi Uo ciFl2 no Qitl2 + Y Me Ce no Qel.12

_1 = k(re ° + To ) (A-12)

Integrating, one obtains

, _1 (x- xo) (A-13)
n e = @

where xo is an arbitrary constant. The quantity 1/_ltS, of course, the
characteristic diffusion length for the ionized gas.
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Note that the quantity, Ui, has been taken to be small throughout. Thls

can be _ustlfled by a substitution of the solution for n_ directly into the
continuity equation which shows F_ = ne U ito be a sec¢,nd order quantity.

This assumes, of course, that there Is no constant Teo term or upstreamsource of ionization.

Returning to the energy equation, the solution for ng Is substituted
into the full equation, and terms up to second order are retained. The

result Is a second order equation for T_ .

" fl -- * KITe K2 e_/; (x - xo) (A-14)
4x2 dx

where K 1 and K2 are functions of the upstream parameters as shown below.

Let

ce Ve no QeH2

_/'/_e e 2
K4 = (A-16)

Y M e c e no Qell2

2 Me ce k Qelf 2
(A-17)

.It;.."2

Then define the following coefficients by evaluating k ,a , and the _'s

for no , Teo :

A
K6 --__ (A-18)

n e
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no [K7 ne l_M(1.'2k Teo _ _) + gDl (Gdl + _D ) ."

Then let

K8--(K3/K4) 2 T 2eo ._ 2 IK3/K41 Teo + B4 (A-20) :

I( 9 = E2 Teo+K3E2B 2 /K Te o +2 3/K
(A-21)

f

Now

/K4 E2K 8 - K9
K 1 _ _ - K5

I_ K 8 (A-22) i

K7

K2 -- _ (A-23)

There is only one admissible solution to the equation (the other root goes
to infinity at large upstream distances).

+ l(lo (A-24)
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where A is an arbitrary constant andKlo ,_2 are given as functions of the
uvstream parameters.

_ (_l.,2) 2 _.'l, (A-25)
_2 -xt - 2

K 2
KIO

2 _2 KI1

In practice, one discovers that the last term is typically unimportant
and one can write

The whole purpose of this llnearlzatlon exercise is to connect all of

the small quantities associated with the ionized species in a convenient

manner prior to starting the numerlcal integration of the fuH non-llnear
equations. The parameter A specifies which grouping one is working with,

while xometely sets a reference value for the distance scale. To start
the actual computer solutlon, one chooses a value of x sufficiently far u_-

stream _hat the ionized gas represents only a negligible perturbation on the

background neutral sveele_.

This mathematlcal procedure assures that the numerical integration
will start without oscillations and produce a smooth solution. _n practice,

one can start from any collectlon of arbltrarily small quantltief and generate

solutions similar to the present results. However, in general this approach
leads to large fluctuation in the early steps of the integration. In addl-

tlon, it provides _or no systematic way of locatlng the var_Icular set which

will traverse the sonic point properly.

3. Computer Solution

The actual numerical integration of the full non-llnear equations is
carried out In a straightforward manner. There are nine basic physlcal
quantities and associated derivatives. At each step one knows the value of

each quantity and can solve the conservation equations slmultaneously to get
the derivatives. This is merely an algebraic reduction of llnear equations,
Thence, with the derivatives in hand, one moves a s_a11 distance in x and

recomputes the new values for each quantity. A Runge-Kutta procedure is
used to correct the value of the derivatives after each step to assure the
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4

best possible fit. The step size itself is adjusted downwards until the over-
all error is within approximately I percent. The computations were carried
out on an IBM 7090.

a Start

i) Use initial quantities from the incoming cold flow:

nil2 ' TH , Un

2) Start with no dissociation, nH = 0

3) Start the computer solution with an initial value of ne that is

small enough that the background flow is not initially disturbed, but
large enough that computer running time is not excessive. A good choice

is probably 10-4 of cold flow density. The referance value for the

distance scale, x , can be set equal to zero for simplicity.
O

4) Arbitrarily pick a range of values for the parameter, A. Thence,

from the linearized equations, all of the other initial quantities for

the electron/io_ gas are specified.

5) Once all of the initial thermodynamic properties of each of the

species has been specified in this manner, the starting point is the

same as any other station in the calculation.

[ b. Typical Step-by-Step Procedure

: _" Given all of the thermodynamic quantities for each species,

compute corresponding electrical and thermal conductivities, all transfer

_erms, and all of the coefficients of the differential equations.

' 2)" Taking the derivatives in finite difference form: Ane/Ax, ii

[ AnpIg/Ax, etc., the differential equations yield a set of linear algebraic
equ_tlons, which are readily solved for these derivatives.

[ 3) Pick a Ax that permits no quantity to change by more than the

accuracy desired, and compute the differentials in each of the thermo-
: dynamic properties.

_ 4) Add all of the A's and proceed to the next station in x with all

[ of the new thermodynamic quantities in h_d.

[
!
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5) To improve the accuracy, perform the calculation backwards from

the new station; and using a Runge-Kutta procedure, take an appropriate
average for each of the _',at each station.

6) Proceed step-by-step in this manner until a sonic singularity

appears in either momentum equation.

c. Sonic Points

i) The sonic points are treated by a combination of com_uter solu-

tions and hand calculations. T_e arrival of the step-by-step calculation

at a sonic polnt is indicated in the solution by a change in sign of the

velocity derivative of either species. These derivatives are monitored

bv the computer solution, and the program is automatically stopped to

permit inspection by the operator when reversal occurs.

2) If the singularity has occurred in the background neutral gas, one

places the throat at this station in x and programs the appropriate area
versus distance formul_ or table to be used in the computations from here

on. Ideally, once one has programmed the throat location in this manner,

the computer _II now pass this station without the velocity derivative

reversing sign. In practice, it is simpler to stop the computer solution

just short of the sonic point, extrapolate the velocity across the sonic

point by hand, and start the computer solution again in the supersonic

regime. Otherwise, the neutral velocity solution will oscillate at this
point because of the finite step size. These osei._ations would have no

physical meaning and can comlplicate the ion velocity solution as shown
below.

3) Ideally, if the ion velocity derivative reverses sign, the con-

clusion is that the wrong initial condition has been employed, i.e.. the

parameter, 4, was improperly chosen. The overall calculational scheme is
to try a range of values for A until one is found that works. In practice,

the finite step size makes this an impossible procedure. Instead, one

terminates the computer solution Just short of the singularity, extrap-
olates the velocity a short way by hand and starts the computer solution

again. For all but a tiny range of A, the solutions will show that the
derivative will still reverse, and these solutions can be thrown out

immediately. The remainder will oscillate and then proceed downstream
without reversal; i.e., the velocity continues to increase. One then

chooses among these remaining solutions by picking the one with the least

oscillation. It should be clear by now why it is undesirable to have

any computer generated oscillation in the backpround flow solutions when
one is finding the ion solutions.

Typically, the ion and neutral momentum equations are strongly coupled
in the vicinity of either's sonic point, and thus the hand calculation to

bridge these gaps is necessary to reduce unnecessary "fishing" for the

correct pair of solutions on the computer. Presumably, one could program

these logic steps and automate the whole _rocedure. This would be de-
sirable if a large number of cases were to be investigated.

4) Once the sonic points for each species are established by this

iteratlve procedure, the supersonic flow can be calculated in a straight-

forward way by the step-by-step procedure shown before.
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D. BASIC EQUATIONS

The basic equations of quasl-one-dimensional, steady flow in hydrogen for the

model outlined in Subsection B may be written using the following additional

symbols:

nj = number density of species j

Fj = particle flux

A = cross-sectlonal area per unit length

Pj = pressure

mj = particle mass

k = Boltzmann's constant

Mjk = momentum transfer between J and k

@A = atomic ionization energy

@m = molecular ionization energy

_D = dissociation energy

= thermal velocity

Qjk = momentum transfer cross section

B = applied axial magnetlc field

B@ = induced azimuthal magnetic field

= magnetic permeability

E = applied radial electric field

I. Continuity

ions/electrons

dF e Fe dA
- ne nH a gA + a _ (A-27) .(ix n e nil2 A dx

atoms !

dru
--_ = nenH2 agM + 2 henri2 a(gDl + gD2) (A-28)

r. dA
"R=A - 7f
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molecules

dFH2 FH2 dA
_ ne a(g M ) (A-29)dx nil2 + g_2 .4 dx

These equations show how the particle flux of each species is modified by
reactions and area change.

2. Momentum

axial ion/electron

d dPe dPi

dx (mi Fe Ui) + _ + - Min + j BO (A-30)clx dx

mi Fe Ui dA

+(ne nHag A + a gM) miUnne nil2 A dx

The term Min includes the charge exchange effects, while the term with

g's accounts for the ionizatio: reactions in the presence of a velocity difference
between species. The Lorentz force term will only be used in one case to be

noted. This is likewise true of the Ampere Law to be given below.

axial neutral

dr. dPu 2
+ + (A-31)

azimuthal heavy

dU s

(mH2 rH2 mH rH + mi re) dx - Me_ (A-32)

i

azlmuthalelectrcn

jR = Men (A-33) :

The two relations _ove for azimuthal velocities are equivalent to conduc- !

tivity formulas for the _all currents. In treating the velocity components of i

each species separately, it is not necessary to ex_llcltly compute Hall param-

eters. The term Men is _ssentially a measure of the azimuthal conductivity and

appears in the energy equation below as Joule heating due to Hall currents.
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3. Energy

electrons

d dUi dq ]2
..... + _ + Mes (Ue-U s)

3/2k dx (Fe Te) + Pe dx dx

-'_'H_zgA -EA-%"X 2 = ['_M£M+ _Dz (G_ + _'D_ (A-34)

+ gD2(Gett + GR + _D )]

1 dA

-Hell - [3/2 k I_e Te + Pe Oi + q] A dx

heavy particle

dU n

--_[_/2kr.d, r. +s/_kr.2r..3/2kror.] +_P. ¬$�L�À�_d_

dU i

+ PI _ = Hell +Uin (Oi - On) (A-35)

mi

2 (he all a gA + a g._) (O n - Oi )2+ _ no nit2 .

+ ne nil2 a GeH (gDi + gD2)

-[_/2kr. rn +5/2_% ru +_/2kv. rn + Puv,,+% v,,
1 dA

+pivl] 7 --g

4. Stat______e

Pj = nj k T] (A-36)

j = o(E - U e B) (A-37)

6.
¢

dBo (A-s8)
_=dx - M

t -z12-
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7. Heat Flux

dr e
q - - A (A-39)dx

8. homentum Transfer

(A-40)

/

_in =nemi(Ui -Un) _ _4/3 _j)2 + (Ui - Un )2 ] I/2 nJQiJ (A-41)
/

The applied radial ve]tage in a magnetic annular arc has been found experi-

mentally to obey the fol] sing characteristlc 61

V = Vo + UcBI (A-42)

where Vo is a constant that has been correlated with an electrode loss, and l

is the gap distance from anode to cathode. This provides an applied radial

electric field in the body of the gas equal to

E = Uc B (A-43)

where the constant Uc has been found experimentally to be equal to the velocity

that an ion must have for its kinetic energy to equal the ionization potential.

Uc _- (A-44)

The physical significance of this result has been the subject of much dis-

cussion in the literature, and several theories have been advanced as an explana-

tion. 62-65 It is not the purpose of the present paper to answer the interesting

questions raised by the nature of this peculiar voltage, although the results of

the analysis should be interesting to workers who are involved with the problem.

For purposes of the computation, the voltage will be taken as a boundary

condition given by the experiment. That is, the applied radial electric field

will be treated as a known parameter similar to applied magnetic field, gas pres-

sure, etc. In Subsection H, some additional discussion on the z.-lationship of

the voltage to other boundary conditions will be given.

E. BOUNDARY C_)NDITIONS

The set of first order differential equations requires the specification of

nl-e boundary conditions. Seven of these may be written down immediately as

conditions on the flow upstream of the discharge
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% _ o; "u _ o;.u 2 . %: ru _.r ° (A-t:b>

q .O;U s _ O;U n -, Uo

The two additional conditions can be found by linearlzlng the basic equations

in the limit specified by the above requirements.

The result is an exponentially increasing solution for the electron density
and another for the electron temperature

ne = A1 /t x (A-46)

Te = Tee + A2 e_ 2x (A-47)

_-I, f2 = [("o, Uo, Tee" To' F., B) (A-48)

A 1 ,A2 = arbitraryconstants (A-49)

These results may be rewritten in the form

ne = e_l (x - Xo_ (A-50)

T e = Tee + Ae "2(x_ - x°) (A-51)

The refecence vaJ,, of x is fixed by xo and has no physical s_gnificance.
However, the quantity A is important to the result and will be fixed by a sonic

point condition to be discussed below.

A substitution of the density solution shows that the initial value for Ui

must be zero if the incoming flow is not ionized. The initial value for Te ,

Tee, goes to the familiar value for the elevated electron temperature in a glow

discharge. The latter corresponds to a single electron gaining energy from the
electric field at the same rate that it loses energy by collisions with the back-

ground neutrals and is approximately proportional to E/Po .

The two axial momentum equations possess sonic point singularities which

impose a constraint on the solution similar to the initial value conditions. As
in conventional nozzle calculations, certain terms in the mumentum equation drive

the flow towards the singularity while others drive it away. In order for a

solution to traverse the singularity, these terms must exactly balance at the

sonic point.
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The dominant effect in the background neutral gas is ._ _trong heating by the

hot electrons. This is a force driving the flow towards the sonic point. The

only term that is opposite in sign and large enough to balance the heating is the
diverging area change in the nozzle. One then concludes something which is already

intuitively obvious, that the neutral sonic point must be located at the throat.

In practice the solution is car=led out by assuming a constant area up to the

singular point in the neutral equation; thence the known area divergence as a

function of axial location is programmed, and the neutral solution automatically

passes through the sonic point smoothly. For the ion/electron gas, the important
term to consider is the momentum transfer due to slip between ions and neutrals.

Tile only admissible solutions turn out to be those where this term is small at

the sonic point. Essentially, one finds a diffusion solution in the subsonic

regime with the ions pushing upstream against the incoming neutral gas. Near

the sonic point the momentum transfer reverses sign, and the expansion of the hot
electron gas in the area divergence forces the ions to p,ll the neutrals down-

stream. The particular ion/electron solution which ha_ _s behavior and thus

properly traverses the sonic singularity defines the qt_.L±zv A .

A complete solution is effected by an iteration nrocedure. The basic

equations are integrated on a digital computer using a standard Runge-Kutta

procedure for a range of values for A . The particular value which traverses

the sonic singularity is the correct one.

F. RESULTS

The purpose of ti_i_ section is to display the results of the numerical

analysis in a manner that demonstrates consistency with the initial assumptions

and reasonable connections with experimental data. The imnortant physical proc-
esses will be identified _¢nich will be used in Subsection G to construct a

simple flow model. Various constants that are required by the elementary model
can then be found by matching to the numerical results in the present section.

A gas pressure limitation on the analysis will be indicated, and some results
that show the influence of insulators will also be indicated.

A typical solution for parameters corresponding to exDeriment 56 is shown in

Figures A-2 through A-5. In Figure A-2, the radial electron current density and

axial velocity of ions and neutrals is p]otted as a function of distance. The

relationship of the axial scale to the geometric throat is indicated above the

curves. In Figure A-3, the electron and heart species temperature is shown,
while in Figure A-4, the flux of each species is given.

The important thin_ to note is that the major current carrying region is

centered about the throat region. On the upstream side it is terminated by a

decreasing electron density in an ambipolar diffusion regime. Downstream it is

attenuated by the large Hall effect in the electron gas. The latter T_oint is

shown in Figure A-5, where tangential electron velocity as a percentage of the

E/B speed is plotted.

The transition of the flow from an upstream regime of small Hall effect to

one of large Hall effect at the throat is produced by heating. The resulting

acceleration and decrease in background gas density yields a much reduced elect_on

collision frequency. If the flow were to follow exactly the nozzle walls (as is
shown for a distance of several millimeters in the plotted zesults), the enormous

expansion would terminate the downstream currents in a very short distance.
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Actually, the flow wilt probably be tied to a considerable extent to the magnetlc

field lines and wil! expand much less rapidly. This implies that while the current
density itself will be considerably reduced from its maximum near the throat, the

total current carrie 4 do_stream (integrated over many centimeters) could be quite

large. As stated before, it is not the purpose of this analysis to treat the
complicated interactloP_ between such currents, flow containment, and magnetic

field geometry.

The interesting result of the present analysis is that a high current density
structure has been found near the throat on a scale of millimeters, whereas the

scale of the experiment is centimeters. Thus it appears that a solution consis-
tent with the initial assumptions has been found.

Figure A-4 indicates that, even at the downstream end of the calculation,

the fraction of Ionized material is quite low (7.7 percent) which explains the
relatively high efficiency of these arcs when used as thrust devices. The

purpose of Table A-I is to show that approximately 50 percent of the electrical
power into the gas at the sonic point is in the form of available thermal energy.

This can be used to expand the gas to high velocities in an expansion nozzle.

This value compares well with reported efflciencies of order 50 percent. 56 The

axial velocities of the gas shown in Figure A-2, before complete expansion, are

above 104 m/sec. This implies specific impulses in excess of I000 seconds when

the device is used for propulsion -- also in agreement with experiment. 56

TABLE A-I

ENERGY DISTRIBUTION AT THE SONIC POINT

Low Power Arc

0.05 g/sec Hydrogen B=1250 gauss (axial)

Initial Pressure 30mmHg 60mmHg

Subsonic Current 170 amus 650 amps

Heating

atom enthalpy 16,52 percent 24,5 percent
atom kinetic energy 5.15 8.22 i

(axial)

molecule enthalpy 18.22 0.67 !
molecule kinetic 8,15 0.32 =t

energy (axial)

ion enthalpy 0,48 2,33 ,

j ion kinetic energy 0,085 1.21
(axial)

i electron enthalpy 4,6__.___4 13.____4
- 53,24 _ - 50,65

Swirl Kinetic Energy 0,52 1.9g

Energy Losses
dissociation 34.3 26,5

ionization 7.2 17.8

radiation 4,7.____4 3.0____6
- 100,0 percent _- 100,0 percent
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k%ile an arc solution is obtainable over a wide range of flow parameters,

there does appear to be a low pressure cutoff. Attempts to carry out a calcula-

tion below this pressure result in a solution with orders of magnitude less

: current, proCucing a negligible effect on the background gas. The result is a

structure that resembles a glow discharge. The difference between the two types
of solution arises in the momentum relation for ions and electrons. It was

l pointed out in the discussion of boundary conditions that the momentum exchange
i between ions and neutrals is the important interaction which permits the growth

of a diffusion region. As the ionization proceeds downstream, the diffusion layer

acts as a containing wall for the ion/electron pressure in the major current

carrying zone. However, as the initial pressure is lowered, the diffusion con-
tainment decreases while the rate of ionization increases. This is primarily

because the initial electron temperature rises with decreasing pressure (being

approximately proportional to E/p o as noted earlier). The result is that below
some pressure the ionization overwhelms the diffusion, and there is no steady

solution resembling an arc diseha_oe.

|

For the present calculations, the cutoff developed at an E /Poof 5 to 10
v/cm-mmHg. This happends to correspor_ to the value for diffusion controlled

breakdown in hydrogen. 57 However, this point has not been pursued and may have

no physical signficance. In the usual experiment, the mass flow and current are
fixed instead of discharge pressure. Thus, the cutoff would be observed as a

lower limit on the current. For example, experimentalists66 have observed erratic

behavior of the arc in a fxeld of 1250 gauss at a mass flow of 0.05 g/see for
currents less than I00 amps. This is in agreement with the calculated E /Po
cutoff.

The geometric model for the analyses has assumed that the electrodes extend

infinitely far upstream, whereas in experiments there may be insulators at some

location. While the analytic result does show that electron density, current,

etc, decay exponentially upstream from the throat on a scale of millimeters, it

is interesting to see if this assumption has affected the result. This has been
investigated by carrying out a solution for zero electric field, corresponding

to an insulator region, and patching it to the usual solution in the vicinity of

the throat. It was observed that there is a negligible effect on the earlier

result as long as the patching is done upstream of the scale length for the major

current carrying region. This is shown in Figure A-6 where the upstream current

density with an insulator 5.7 mm from the throat is compared to the previous result

from Figure A-2 with infinite electrodes. This conclusion is in agreement with

the experiment_l observation* that the existence or location of an insulator is

unimportant unless it is placed right at the throat. In the latter case, it

burns back a few millimeters during initial arc operation, thence producing no

subsequent effect on performance.

G. SIMPLE MODEL FOR ARC

A simple flow model can now be constructed for the subsonic region in the

arc by emphasizing the important physical processes identified in the last

*A. M. _chneiderman, private communication.
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section. This flow region appears to be where the important ionization, current,

and heating e_fects take place. Relationships will be developed which are useful

in estimating the extent of the high current density zone and in predicting the
fraction of gas ionized. Furthermore, an analogy to the familiar process of heat

addition in a constant area duct permits the derivation of an important relation-

ship between current and flow parameters. In each case, the numerical analysis

can be used to provide certain parameters which would otherwise have to be a__d
hoqassumptlons.

The arc structure itself _s formed by the hot electron/ion gas diffusing i
relative to the background neutral flow. In steady state, the axial motion of

the current carrying species is essentially stationary in laboratory coordinates

with a diffusion velocity relative to the neutrals equal to the incoming flow

velocity. This simple picture provides a characteristic diffusion length equiv-
alent in scale to the size of the current carrying region. The length can be

estimat-d by

Oa
L _ _ (A-52)

Uo

where Da is the usual ambipolar diffusion coefficient and Uo is the incoming gas

velocity. The formula can be fitted to give a length identical to th_ numerical

results by choosing an electron temperature of 40,000°K and data from Brown. 57

Actually this value of temperature is quite reasonable when compared to either

the numerical results for temperature or the available experimental data. 66

While there may be some ambiguity for a given case in chooming the exact values

to compute the length, it should in any event provide better than an order of
magnitude estimate.

This type of model can be used to even better advantage in estimating the

relationship between current and flow parameters. The dominant energy process

is the heating of the background gas by the electrons which in turn are heated by
the passage of current. The amount of heating is proportional to the product of

electron and neutral density. The current density is also proportional to the

same product. The latter is the result of Hall current which makes the effective

electrical conductivity directly proportional to collision frequency instead of

the inverse, as in arcs with no magnetlc field. This fortuitous proportionality

permits a general relationship between the arc current and upstream flow param-

eters. The heating to bring the gas from some specified upstream mass flow and

pressure (or Mach number) to sonic conditions is easily calculated from well

known pipe flow tables (e.g., Shapiro67).

For a low Mach number gas flow into the arc, a simple relationship may be

derived that includes the effect of magnetic pressure.

Conservation of axial mementum

Pc + APm = P* 4 _ U, (A-53)

Conservation of energy

Qo = _ Cp T, + 1/2 m U_ (A-54)
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where Qois the subsonic heating, Po is initial gas pressure, APmis the change

in axial magnetic pressure, m is the mass flow, Cp is specific heat at constant
pressure, a_d P, , T. ,U, are pressure, temperature, velocity at the sonic point.

Noting that

&
P, = -- RT, (A-55)

U,

i
v_ = rRT, (A-56)

where R is the perfect gas constant and y is the specific heat ratio, the equa-

tions can be combined to give

k

Qo =-_m (Po + APm)2 (A-57)

with

y2
k (A-58)

2(y 2 d)

Now, if the fraction of electrical energy that goes into heating is known

and some reasonable y corresponding to the reacting flow is assigned, a unique
relationship exists between current, mass flow, and upstream pressure.

For the range of currents considered in the numerical analysis corresponding

to the MAARC experiments 56 (where induced magnetic effects are unimportant and

have been neglected), the heating fraction turn_ out to be approximately 50 percent.
Table A-I indicates the energy accountability fur _'wo cases at the same mass flow

and magnetic field, but different currents. Knowing the fraction of energy that

goes into heating, it is possible to pick a value for y that permits the simple
formula to match exactly the numerical results. This value turns out to be 1.13.

If one recalls that, whereas the y for hydrogen is 1.4 at room conditions, it
reduces to approximately 1.05 during ionization in thermodynamic equilibrium,68
the effective value of 1.13 for the non-equilibrium process in the arc is perfectly

! reasonable. Note in Table A-I that doubling the initial pressure essentially

quadruples the current carried as predicted by these elementary considerations.

To test the range of applicability of the model, a calculation was carried
out for the solar wind tunnel arc source. 47 This is a much higher power device

which relies on strong induced magnetic fields to propel the gas. In addition,

the e_haust is almost fully ionized (compared to the usual small degree of

ionization). The analytical procedure had to be modified to include the axial

Lorentz force or magnetic pressure change shown in Equation A-5).

The important differences between the results of this calculation a._

previous results are shown in Figure A-7 and Table A-ll. The gas is fully ionized

at the sonic point, and the energy per particle as indicated by the electron

temperature is much higher than in the low power devices. One should note that,
while the fraction of energy lost to ionization and dissociation is down from the

earlier calculations, much of the difference has been absorbed in swirl energy.
I
l
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TABLE A-It

ENERGY DISTRIBUTION AT THE ,TONIC POINT

High Power Arc

1.0 g/sec Hydrogen B = 4000 gauss (axial)

B6 = 6000 gauss (tangential)

Initial Pressure 660mmHg

Subsonic Magnetic Pressure 1040mmHg

Subsonic Current 20,200 amps
!

Heating

ion enthalpy 16.4 percent i

ion kinetic energy (axial) 10.6

electron enthalpy 36.2 #

=63.2

Swirl Kinetic Energy 23.8

Energy Losses

dissociation 1.8

ionization 10.8

radiation 0.4

= i00.0 percent

l

At this point it is interesting to compare the computer calculations for

pressure, mass flow, and current with the simple scaling relationship developed
for the low power arc. Compared to the 60mmHg calculation for the smaller

device, the mass flow per unit area in the solar wind tunnel is 6.82 times higher,
and the su_sonlc power is 141 times higher.

The simpl_ scaling then would estimate the initial pressure to be 31 times

higher or 1860mmHg. In the actual computer result, it was found that this power
and mass flow in wind tunnel correspond to an initial gas pressure of 660 mm Hg

and a change in axial magnetic pressure of 1040 mm Hg for a total of 1700 mm Hg.
Thus the simple estimate comes within I0 percent of the detailed calculation even

for this large extrapolation.
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The flow model for the msgnetic annular arc that has emerged from these cal-

culations demonstrates the interconnections between mass flow, pressure, and elec-
trlcal heating. Unfortunately, to date, experimental Information is not available

to confirm these relationships. While current, voltage, and mass flow are fre-

quently well _nown, the pressure at the leading edge of the discharge has not been
monitored to the author's knowledge. Typically, the gas pressure is known only

at some upstream station separated by offices and frictionally choked passages

from the discharge [tself. It is hoped that this paper will inspire future experi-
ments to correct this omission.

For many experiments, where the magnetic annular arc is used as a plasma

source to perform flow studies, it is desirable to know the fraction of gas that
has been ionized. One can derive an approximate relationship from the present

results that can be useful in making such an estimate. If half of the electrical

power, W , goes into processes not related to heating and if the gas is taken to

be fully dissociated, an energy equation can be written

I

I/2W =m(_D + a fl + -- O_; (A-59)2

where m is mass flow, @D is dissoclation energy, a is ionization fraction, _ is
ionization energy, and Us is swirl velocity. The swirl velocity can be obtained
from the azimuthal momentum balance as

IB! = m Us (A-60)

where l is total current, B is the applied axial magnetic field, and l is the
electrode gap. Substituting one obtains

This formula is probably not useful for cases where the ionized fraction is
less than 5 percent because of various neglected effects such as partial dissocia-

tion and radiation. It should in all cases, however, provide a guideline for

evaluating the parametric behavior of this quanlty where none now nresently exists.

H. SUPERSONIC REGIME

Downstream of the throat, the simplest picture of the f]ow that emerges from

the results is an expansion and acceleration of hot gas in a nozzle. Part of the

acceleration is produced by the electron pressure gradient in the manner suggested

by Bowdltch69 for low density plasma accelerators. This picture of the flow
eliminates the need to consider the "excess" ion velocities that have been discussed

in the llterature (e.g., Burlock, eta!l.66). These anomalous velocltles result

from analyzing the device as an ion particle accelerator and thus trying to

connect the exit plane ion energy with the voltage across the electrodes. In
fact, since the high velocites can be generated by a hot gas expansion where the

energy has b_en supplied by electron current, the acceleration need have nothing
to do with individual ions falling through an applied potential.
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While the qualitative features of the supersonic flow are clear, the details

of the expansion still appear quite complicated. The gas possesses both swirl

and axial velocity and will in some sense follow magnetic field lines instead of
nozzle walls. With the electrons bound to the field by strong Hall currents, one

can anticipate a complicated diffusion pattern in the radial direction. As the
flow approaches the cathode tip, there should be an inward pinching of the elec-

tron species which is opposed by the swirling heavy species trying to diffuse
outward. Momentum measurements 56 in the discharge plasma plume clearly indicate

such processes take place. In addition, there may be collective plasma effects

which produce anomalous electron currents in this regime. Clearly, the treatment

of all these processes would require a two- or three-dimensional flow analysis

and is definitely outside the scope of the present work.

In not carrying the solution through the supersonic regime, the question
arises whether any downstream boundary conditions are being neglected which affect

the overall solution. Actually, however, there is only one such condition that

is free. This is the temperature or heat flux for the electron gas which might

be assigned some particular value at a specified to downstream location. The

remaining variables which are tied to the heavy species are separated from the

dowastream conditions by the sonic singularities as in conventional aerodynamics.

The heat flux boundary condition can be associated with the arc voltage.

Indeally, a complete analysis should result in this voltage being an elgenvalue.
This would be determined from the particular solution which satisfies all of the

boundary conditions on the problem -- including the downstream heat flux. The

tacit assumption is being made in the present work that specifying the voltage
with the experimental value is equivalent to properly imposing the heat flux !

boundary condition. The most reasonable criterion to establish is that the heat

flux tends to zero at large distances downstream. This implies that the electron i

gas will be locally satisfying some form of energy balance. Thus, if one could
demonstrate that in the low density part of the discharge (electron cyclotron fre- !

quency large compared to collision frequency) an energy balance demands this

particular voltage, the circle would be closed and the entire calculation scheme
would be self-conslstent. In fact, the various theories of the voltage char-

acteristic 62-65 present such a balance as the explanation. Future work might be

able to integrate the results of such a theory directly into the analysis.

I. SUMMARY

The struQture of an arc in a magnetic annular discharge in hydrogen has been

computed numerically using non-equillbrlum, quasi-one-dimenslonal multicomponent

hydrodynamics. The analysis substantiates recent experimental observations of a
narrow current and ionization zone near the throat that is distinct from the

compllcsted flow in the supersonic expansion. The numerical results suggest a
simple diffusion and heating model for the subsonic portion of the are. This

model gives the important physical processes and permits the development of

elementary relations which are useful for estimating parametric behavior.

Specifically, formulas are derived giving the scale length of the discharge,
fraction ionized, and the relationship between electrical vower and flow param-
eters. Certain constants that are needed by the simple model are deduced by

matching the results to the numerical analysis.
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Using the present work as a boundary condition, future analytic work should
be able to concentrate on the geometrical treatment of the interaction of plasma
and magnetic field in the _upersonic expansion. An outline of the relationship
of the various electron energy balance theories of the voltage charactezistic to
these numerical hydrodynamic calculations has been presented.
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